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1. History 
With the advent of World War 119 it became imperative to pro-
duee strnctures in quantities never before attemptedo Welding9 because 
of its adaptability to mass production9 was largely- responsible for the 
success of these production efforts o Although welding has by no means 
replaced rivetingo snCh large scale production of structuresg especial-
17 ships 9 could not have been accomplished by rivet ing aloneo 
As the applications of welding became more varied~ so did its 
~oblemso Welding was being used in situations previously reserved for 
rivetingg and as a. consequence of the new problems encountered!) addi-
tiona! research became essentialo The fact that research had to be ac-
eelerated became evident as the number of welded ship failures mu.lti-
plied be,yond all expectationso ~ As the research was intensified!) 'it 
became increasinglY more evident that welding was not merelY a. struc-
tural problem\) but one which also required a. conSideration of metallurgy-
.' 
and the properties of materialso 
20 Object and Scope 
As the welding research programs become more and more intensi-
fied because of the ever increasing demands of industry- and warg it be-
comes necessary from time to time to examine critical17 the experimental 
result~ evaluating what is found and looking for a correlation of the 
datao Only in this manner is it possible to determine what has already-
been done in any particular field of interest and to justify the selec= 
tioD. of futnre research problems o 
That is essentially what is attempted here!) with the inves-
tigation being confined to the metallic arc welding of steels. 
In June 19509 a cooperative research project was initiated 
between the Ohio River DiviSion Laboratories!) Corps of Ingineers, and 
the Department of Civil Engineering of the University of Illinoiso 
This project provided for a fundamental study of the behavior of weld= 
ed joints in structural and low=alloy steelso The program consisted 
of a survey and a correlation of pertinent literatureg the results of 
which are presented hereino 
.Snpplementing this survey!> the Corps of Engineers distribu-
ted a qu~stionnaire to their various district officeso !his question= 
naire was designed to determine the welding applications!) inspection 
procedures g and repair methods employed by the Corps of Engineerso 
Also included were qnestions concerning failures p conditions prior to 
failurel/ and suggestions for researcho The replies to the question- ) naire are ~arized in Appendix Ao 
Part I of this report consists of the correlation of the li1o-
erature on weldabilityo Part 110 bound separately!) eontains the detailed 
abstracts of the reviewed articleso Because of the limited time allotted 
to the ~6.19 it was not possible to present a complete collection of 
~arieso How8ver p the eolleetion does represent a cross=section of the 
varians aspects of weldabilityo No limits were set on the time period 
to be reviewedp but practically all of the abstracted articles were pub<=> 
lished sinee 19400 the majority of these after 19450 
This report contains an evaluation of the variables affecting 
weldability and the methods of alleviating detrimental effectso A dis~ 
, 
i 
i 
l 
J 
1 
30 
anssion of the testing procedures, a possible correlation of many of 
the seemingly conflicting test resultsg and a number of suggestions for 
needed research are also includedo 
30 Organization of Report 
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Chapter IIv the next chapter 0 presents a brief discussion of 
the are welding processo 
Chapter III considers the variables affecting the weldability 
.of plain-carbono low=alloyo and highcaalloy steelso 
:Because of their importance and because of the marked contro .... 
versies in both the theories and the reported re~ltso transition tem~ 
perature, hydrogen, and residual stress are discussed separately in the 
subsequent chapters,. realizing of course that these effect weldabilityo 
Chapter IV is concerned with the importance of the transition 
temperature of a material and with the ensning complications of welding. 
Included is a discussion of the correlation of many of the test methods~ 
used to determine transition temperatureo 
Chapter V contains a discussion of the effects of ~drogen 
and other gases and of the methods for their controlo The methods of 
analysis and the determination of the quanti ties of gases present in a 
weld are bri efly survey-edo 
Chapter VI discusses the importanceo magni tudeo and relief of 
residual stress inweldmentso Included is a discussion of the inter-
action of residual stress and hydrogeng which is one of the principal 
objeetives in a enrrent experimental program now being conducted at 
the University of Illinoiso 
~ .. 
Appendix A presents a summary and discussion of the replies to 
the questionnaire distributed by the Corps of Ellgineers. 
Appendix ~ contains the bibliography. 
PAll! 110 
Part IIp nJerrous Arc Weldingp Selected Abstracts from the Lit~ 
erature~9 which' is bound aeparatelyo contains the detailed abstracts of 
the reviewed articleso 
.~ 
li-o Metallurgy 
In the metallic arc welding process, two. or more plates are 
joined together by utilizing the heat of an electric arc to produce a 
molten pool of weld metal between the plateso It has been estimated 
that the temperature of the arc is abou.t Il p OOO dego :to and that of the 
4* 
weld metal about 29800 dego F 0 As a result of such a drastic thermal 
eycle, the weldment undergoes severe metallurgical changes, which are 
dependent upon the rates of heating and coolingo These severe metallur-
gical changes and the imposed heat treatment, in general\) canse the 
. p1:q"sical propert ies of the weldment to be lower than tho se of the prime 
plateo 
A weld cross-sectionS! as shown in Figo 1, may be divided into 
.three regionsl) weld metal, heat .... affected zone, and unaf'f ected base metal. 
Weld Metals The as-deposited weld metal has a cast, columnar 
structure\) which mq be refined by subsequent passes, by- postheating. or 
b7 hot peeningo It may be mrs or less ductile than the base metal!) d.e-
.pending on the compositions of the base metal and electrode and on the 
welding procedure. 
Heat-Affected Zone~ The heat-affeoted zone consists of that 
portion of the base plate whose structure is altered by the heating and 
cooling cycle of weldingo The portion of the metal whiCh is heated to 
the upper transformation temperature transforms from ferrite to austenite 
with an accompanying refinement in grain sizeo Progressive grain growth 
--------------~---~--~~------~-------------------------------------------.. 
Sttperscrlpts refer to the bibliography given in Appendix::a t which 
is arranged alphabetically b.1 authoro 
is noted in regions in which the tempera.ture is increased above the upper 
t.ransformati on temperatureo 
Heat-affected Zone I' ~--------~~~~~~-~ 
Metal .-! Unaffected :Base 
, ~ 
A. Aged cold-worked base metal heated below recrystallization 
temperatureo 
:B. RecI7stallized cold-worked metal o 
0 0 Area of grain growth of recl1'stallised metal •. 
Do Metal transformed to austeniteo 
~o Region of grain growth of austeni teo 
F. Over-heated zoneo 
G. O·olumnar weld metal. 
If a weld cross-section is 8%&mined v a sharplr defined zone hav-
ing a fine grained structure is noted in the area of the heat-affected . 
zone which is heated just to the upper transformati on temperatureo How-
&Ver. in a fine grained base plate, this zone ~ not be Sharp17 definedo 
Closer to the weld metal o the transformed 8llsteni te is heated to higher ' 
temperatures, re~lting in a progre8livel~ larger grain lize as the weld 
metal is approschedo The metal immediately adjacent to the weld metal il 
70 
overheated during welding9 and upon cooling ~ have the Widmanstatten 
structure observed in steel castingso 
If the base plate has undergone plastic straining prior to weld-
iDg,recrystalllzation and subsequent grain growth of the strained metal 
will take place below the lower transformation temperatureo TbtQ.sv it is 
possible to have two regions of fine grain Size in a cold=worked metal D 
as shown in Figo 10 
The region immediately adjacent to the weld metal, which is 
8O.stenitic during welding, has proven to be the weakest zone of the weld .... 
ment in materials sensitive to weldingD displaying lower physical proper-
ties than the rest of the cross .... sectiono This region is conSidered by 
marlT to be the region critically affected by hydrogeno The interfaces 
between the zones of the cross-section ~ act as metallurgical stress 
raisers o 
~ase Plate& !he composition and the prior histor,y of the base 
plate determine toa large extent the behavior of the weld metal and the 
heat-affected zoneo 
50' 'Function of Electrode 
Of special importance in determining the resultant properties 
of a weldment is the type of electrode usedo Many welding problems may 
be solved simply by selecting the best size and-type of eleetrode for 
the particular job o In special problems, alloying element s or special 
22,439129,143 
slag produCing ingredients m~ be added to the electrodeo 
Electrodes can be divided into two classes, bare and coatedo 
The former is empla,red in the inertcgas and the submerged arc processeso 
In this case v the protection from the atmosphere is provided by an ex-
ternally supplied gas or slag or a combination of the tYOe Except to 
8 0 
note that its composition has a bearing on the performanc~ of the complet-
ed weld, ve'"!'3' little will be sa.id about the bare electrodeo 
The main concern in manual metallic arc welding is with the sec-
ond class, the coated type of electrode, which consists of two elementary 
parts, the core wire and the coatingo In the more common types of elee-
~,rodes9 the core wire consists of a low-carbon steel, usually containing 
0 0 .10 to 0 0 15 per cent carbon and 0 0 40 to 0 0 60 per cent manganese. :1100-
trodes of this type are successfully used in joining the ordinary stru.cc:a 
tural steelso 
One of the principal f1lD.ctions of the coatingg which can be 
either organic or minera1 9 is to provide a Shield for the arc and for the 
weld metalo This prot ection\) in the form of a gas or of a slagg originates 
from the decomposition of the GoatingoOf primary concern in using the 
organically coated elect rode is the problem posed by the accompanying high 
hydrogen content of the weld atmosphereo !his problem is discussed in 
detail in Chapter IV, but it consists briefly of the followingg As the 
coating is melted during the welding proeessl) its organic constituents de-
. compose and form hydrogeno Some of this hydrogen is absorbed by the weld 
metal and diffuses into the immediate regions of the weldment o Its effect 
is usually an embri ttling one9 accompanied by a general reduction in the . 
mechanical properties\) ·which in numerous instances contributes materially 
to failure at loads well below design valueso 
As discussed later9 the effect of hydrogen ~ be greatl1 allevi-
ated by a more prudent choice of electrode and by special welding tech-
niqueso 
6; ·~ffect of Welding on Physical Properties 
In generalg it may be said that the phySical properties of the 
~:~ ... 
welru.ent are lower than those of the base plate!) the amount of reduction 
depending on the particular material and the welding procedure usedo 
Ho~ver~ joint efficiencies of 100 per cent\) as measured by tensile 
strength ll have been reported for butt jointso This does not mean that 
ail the properties of the weldment &:re comparable to the base material; 
it means on~ that the tensile strength of the jOint is as hign as that 
of the base plate., 
Depending on which part is tested\! the physical properties of 
a weldment can be either higher or lower than those of the prime plateo 
If the weld metal is tested g it will show either increased or decreased 
performance depending chiefly on its compositiO:D.o if the heat=affected 
zone is tested!) it will show lowered propertieso An increased hardness 
mq accompany these adverse effects~ however g hardness alone is not a 
good criterion of the p~sica1 propertieso 
.The loss in fatigue strength associated with welding has been 
generall,. attributed to the weld bead which ~ts as a geometrical stress 
rai ll'll.er'.- 5596198201480 149 g 1530 15,6,.!) 161 11 162 A 9 or S shown by the results of 
anee than any other effeets of weldingo 

70 General Remarks 
J In the early days of welding v weldability was considered to be 
simpl1. the ability of two pieces of material to be joined together with-
out the occurrence of eraekingo As the science and applicationa of weld-
ing progressed9 standards were necessarily raised ll necessitating a more 
eomplete investigation of weldabilityo Evident now was the importance of 
such factors as chemical composition and prior history of the baae mater-
ial, physical properties\) transition temperature ll hydrogen, joint geome-
tr,rl) residual stress9 and welding procedureo In view of the present 
status of welding ll weldability must be evaluated by' taking into considera-
tion all these variables» any one of which mq have an important influence 
on the performance of a weldmento 
!he primary purpose of weldability testing is to select a base 
mat,erial which can be readily joined and which will perform satisfactorily 
under service eonditions o All of the previously mentioned variables must 
'be consideredo This necessity is clearly illustrated by the large number 
of recent failures of welded sh1psg the cause of which mar ,be partially 
attributed to a lack of consideration of all the pertinent variableso 
As intimated in the preceding diseussion9 weldability ~ be 
defined as follows& l1eldabili ty is the ease wi th which a material can 
be welded with due consideration given to all the variables 8lld to the 
necessit7 of obtaining acceptable ~8ical propertieso 
,In order to study the various aspect s of weldabili ty I) a variety 
ef tests have been devi sed, amoDg which are the followingg tenSile, bena. 
impact g hardness, explosion,simulat,ed weld heat-affected zonel) etc o 
4 According to the Weldtpg Handbook!) there are over fifty tests for weld-
120 
abilitYIl each of which attempts to evaluate one or more of the variables 
discussed previouslyo These tests have all been used to rate the steels 
according to their relative weldabilityo However 9 there seems to be a 
great deal of disagreement among these ratingse7989539649779839l34 
Many of the seeming disagreements in ratings result from improp-
er comparisons in which all of the variables affecting the test results 
are not evaluatedo Among the variables which must be considered when mak-
ing such comparisons are rate of loading v degree of constraint g and cri-
teria by which the test rewl ts ara interpreted g such as energy absorp-
tion 9 fracture appearance9 etc o In many cases9 better agreement would 
exist if cognizance were taken of all these factors when comparing ratings 
as determined by different tests o 
It must also be remembered that not all of the tests evaluate 
the same properties or deal with the same variables of weldability~ ther~ 
fore ll depending on the material g the ratings obtained from considerations 
of different properties need not be the sameo !he practical rating 1s 
that one established from a consideration of those properties consistent 
wi th the intended service of the material 0 As an eDmple f) impact pro-
perties are of primary importance in Ship structuresD but mar be of little 
importance in building eonstructiono 
The results of tests indicate that9 for a given material D im= 
pact properties mBi9" be quite different from static propertieso Thereao 
fore g the steels m~ be rated differently in impact and static testso 
but the disagreements mB\V not a.pply to the particular s1 tuatiollo The 
correct ratingg as stated before g is the one determined under conditions 
corresponding to those of intended serviceo This may account for some of 
the failures of structures made of seemingly acceptable material o In 
addition g this consideration raises the question of the value of some of 
the field tests for weldabilit~ which evaluate properties not necessa.r-
1lY of importance in the structure being builto 
At the present time, except for a lim! ted application of X-r~ 
methods\) there is no successful field method for inspecting welds in a 
nondestructive marmaro Hence\) it is advisable to select a base metal 
with as high a weldability rating as is economically feasible~ thus 
enhancing the possibility of the successful completion and performance 
of the weldment 0 
Wi th the previously mentioned variables in mind\) a brief dis .... 
~ssion will be presented of the weldability of ASTM A79 lo~alla.y\) 
and high-alla" steelso 
.so Weldability of ASTM A7 Steels 
Ordinary stractural steel is usuall~ purchased in eomplicance 
wi th the ASTM designation A10 This specification designates the physi .... 
cal p~opert1es of the material" but onl~ the chemical content s of phos"'"" 
phorus9 sulphur\) and copper are quantitatively controlle~ 
In the welding of steels9 a small change in the chanical co~ 
position of the base material can seriously affect its veldabi.lit~G In 
A7 steels the principal. alloying element s which occur 1) but which are 
fore\) these elements can sometimes exceed desirable limits for weld-
ability'o As the alloy' content exceeds a critical range, a transition 
,/ from a desirable d~tile to a:a undesirable brittle type behavior occurs, 
the cracking tendenc1' increa.ses o and the required welding procednre be"", 
comes more complex\) and m~ even become impractical for field eondi~ 
tionso 
In view of the sensitivity to weldiDg of material complying to 
the A7 specification, ins~ficient control is exercised over the chemi-
cal contents of the allo.1ing elements. 
It is intended in the following discussion to point out the ef-
fects of chemical composition on the weldability of plain-earbon steels 
as evidenced by the results of laboratory testsp and on the baais of 
~~ese results, to suggest limiting ranges of compositions for acceptable 
welding performance. Jor eonvenience9 the following aspect. of welda-
bility will be diseussedg (1) ductilitY9 (2) transition temperature 9 
(3) cracking sensitivitY9 and (4) welding procedureo 
(1) Ductility: In general, the results show that the ductil-
ity decreases rapidly as the carbon content increases above the critical 
f 0 0 0 25 t 6096991399142 1 th d range rom ·02 to 0 per cen ,,' :Be ow is range9 nc-
tility is relatively constant at a high levelo This observation is based 
on the results of tests which were performed principally on 1/2 ino plateo 
Tests using thicker plates reveal that the reduct ion in duc= 
139 142 tili ty occurs at a lower level of carbon content 0 9 The same phe-
nomenon of reduced ductility occurs with 8n1 welding procedure whiCh t sim-
ilarly to increasing the piate thiekness9 involves a more rapid cooling 
Since increased ductility has been observed after room tempera-
ture storage of weldment8~69l409141 the idea has been proposed that if a 
s~ructure can be built. withO'llt cracking, it will perform satisfactorily in 
67 service.· 
(2) Transi ti on Temperature& An increase in the carbon content 
of the plate materi a1 rai ses the range of temperature in which the transi .... 
tion from a ductile to a brittle fracture occurso Some of the other al-
loying elements, such as lII8Ilgaaeae. titaai_, vanadium, phosphorullj;, and ) 
s11icon9 may have a similarly detrimental effect depending on the' amount 
added and on the proportions of the other elements o Stout l22 found an 
inerease of about 90 dego Fo in the transition temperature when the 
carbon content was increased from 0 0 12 to 0025 per cento Similar 
results have been reported by other investigatorso14g99 
Welding causes an increase in the transition temperature of 
the heat-affected zone of the prime plateo52995,999l20nI22g123 The 
amount of the increase is also sensitive to alloy. contento The increase 
in the transition temperature of the unwelded plate material caused by 
the in~reased alloy content is additive to that caused by the welding 
processo Thus 9 the effect of the carbon and some of the other alloying 
elements on the transition temperature of the welded ma.terial is twofold o 
(3) Cracking Sensitivit,rzl02gl12p1269l399l419l50 The crack-
ing sensitivity of steelsg as exemplified by underbead and toe crackS 9 
increases with an increase in certain alloysp especially carbono Inves-
tigators have noted that as the carbon content exceeds a range from 
0020 to 0025 per cent9 there is a sharp rise in the amount of underbead 
erackingo Below this carbon content there is practically no cracking 0 
In studying the effect of the shape of the weld cros8~section 
on the cracking tendencY9 a concave deposit had the greatest 9 a flat 
deposit had less 9 and a convex deposit had the least cracking ten-
dencyo97SJ127 
Because of the difficulty of producing a crack-free weld in 
a crack sensitive material\) it is not advisable to use such a material 
in situations where fatigue is important p for a crackg acting as a 
stress raiser 9 m~ be rapidly propagatedo The chemical eomposition g 
therefore\) should be limited to that necessary to insure low cracking 
sensitivity as discussed previously"o 
16. 
25~10,120,122B123,1399l4l9142t150 (4) Welding Procedure: . In the 
above mentioned effects of chemical composition on ductilit,r, transition 
temperature, and cracking sensitivity of veldments, the range of compo-
sition specified for acceptable service does not take into consideration 
any special welding procedureso Utilizing such methods as preheating, 
postheating, increased heat input, special electrodes, and stress reli~ 
ingl) the range of chemical composition can be appreciably increased, and 
the resultant weldment will still be sound. However, two things must be 
realized in producing such weldments~ (1) Increasing the carbon content 
will raise the transition temperature of the prime plateD welding will 
cause an additive detrimental effect. Thus, although the resulting weld-
met may be sound\) it may also be relatively brittleo (2) The specific 
procedure essential for acceptable welding and performance of a higner 
carbon content material m~ be impractical in the field. 
The weldability of materials having compositions in excess of 
those mentioned under the preceding headings can be improved by reduc= 
ing the cooling rate. This can be accomplished practically by either 
preheat ing or using en increased heat input 0 Increasing the heat inpo.t 
. without preheating is suceessful only in light sections (1/2 in. thick 
or less). As the thickness of the material increases, preheating must 
also be .employed~ it must also be used in the t!linner plates with higher 
alloy contents. 
It shonld be pointed out that the properties discussed previ-
25,36,37951,91,1399 141,163.164 
one11' are sensitive to hydrogeno The hydrogen 
effect common to ordinarily used electrodes becomes more pronounced as 
the degree of hardening of the heat-affeeted zone increases. Herres57 
found that fully hardened steels having a carbon content exceeding 0.26 
per cent were completely embrittled by a small amount of bydrogenc 
The behavior of manganese and silicon\) although not as pro-
nouncedo can be similar to that of carbon!) depending upon the relative 
proportions of the other alloying elementso For this reason a carbon 
equivalentll in which the actions of manganese and silicon are evaluated --
in terms of an equivalent carbon effect ll is often used instead of con-
sidering only the carbon contento However\) it should not be ooncluded 
that manganese and silicon in the proper ranges of composition are not 
beneficial 0 !hq are harmful only when these ranges o which are depend-
en~ on the other alloying contents!) are exceededo Many of the conclu ..... 
/).{ons reported in this and the following sections are based on investi-
gations which utilized a carbon iqo.ivalent o 
As indicated by the preceding discussion!) t.he ASTM design8= 
tion A7 does not provide sufiicient control over the chemical compoll-
tioD. of strnctural steel to assure a material having acceptable weld= 
ability 0 !he results of the investigations diseusaed indicate that 
carbon and manganese should. be limited to content s below the raIlgSS of 
ordinar,r field welding procedureso 
The American Bureau of Shipping SpeCifications!) 1 19480 and 
the Federal Specifications" 34 19461) appear to be more progressive in 
controlling the chemical composition ~f structural steels to be used 
for weldingo The pertinent specifications are sammarized belovo 
American Bureau of Shipping& 
Class A <= Plates up to and including 1/2 ino thick and all 
~hape8o Medium carbon steel is obtained by limiting the tensile 
strengtho 
1S. 
Class B - Plates from 1/2 to 1 in. thick inclusiveo Carbon 
is restricted to a maximum of 00 23 per cent~ manganese g to a range of . 
0.60 to 0.90 per cento 
Olass C - Plates over 1 in. thick. Carbon is restricted to 
a maximum- of 0 0 25 per cent~ manganese!) to a range of 0 0 60 to 009.0 per 
sent. 
Federal Specification ~~S-741~ 
Type II st eel (for welding) shall contain not more than 
0031 per cent carbon and 0 0 75 per cent manganeseo 
The chemical composition of Class A Steel (AoBoSo'g should also 
be specifiedg as limiting the physical properties does not give a consist-
ent indication of the weldability of the material. !he authors believe 
that specifications which exercis6 a more rigid control over the chemical 
composition of steels intended for weldingg are essential for good weld-
abilityo 
9·. Weldability of Low-Alloy Steels 
The low-all~ steels contain mB:ly more alloying element s" in a 
vari~ty of proportions!) than do the plaill=carbon A7 steelso The conC2 
tents of some of these elements m~ be varied appreciably without notice-
ably affecting the properties of the plateo On the other hand g a small 
change in the content of other elements Jnai1 seriously affect the proper= 
ties. There seem to be Critical compositiolls above which the effects are 
most pronounced. Rowevero since a complex relationship exists between 
the interaction of the allo,ring elements, it is difficult to generalize 
the effeets of ~ one elsment on the weldability of the low-allOT steels 
as a group. 
Numerous investigations have been made concerning the 
ef£ects of chemical composition on the weldability of the low-alloy 
I 40962:6596gD699709749g09g49g5o1149l23912~ol39914lo142ol50 stas 8~, . 
!hase investigat ors studied metals having diff erant chemicaleompoel-
, ,,' I 
t1'0:l1S and found that the effect of an alloying element in one metal ~ 
be entirely different from. its effect in another metalo Hence!) the re-
sul ts of one investigation usually cannot be directly compared wi th 
another!) and it is difficult to draw general conelusionso For thil 
reason the subject will not be considered in great detail!> 
Perhaps the most notable exception 1s the general dependency 
of weldability on the carbon contento Carbon in sufficient quantities 
increases crack sensitivityo decreaseB dnctilit~9 and raises the trane= 
-ition temperature o ,The weldability of a low=alloy steel decreases 
~apidly as the carbon content e~eeds the range from 0015 to 00 20 per 
canto but the relationShip is a complex onel)' and the actual limit for 
~ specific steel might be somewhat outside of this rangso As 1ndi~ 
eated previouslyg a carbon equivalent is often u.sed instead of conco 
sidering the carbon content onlyo 
!he behavior of hydrogen in low=alloy steels is ver;r similar 
its behavior in pla:in~arboneteels~ except that its detrimental 
&etion becomes evident at lower carbon contents o Eeeause of the high 
.hardenability of m~ lo'W=alloy steels1) the effects of hydrogen are 
. 62 114 
much more pronoun~ed9 v and it is often advisable to use a low= 
electro de to reduce the bj"drogen concentration in the weldment 0 
In a similar mannero comparison of the effects of welding on 
::.l:!.'IIOilIId.I.;&~arbon and low=alloy high-tensile steels has shown that welding 
:i~~nl,ed the greatest increase in transition temperature in the latter 
type steelso 123 However$' when the same physical properties for the two 
types of steels are maintained9 replacing part of the carbon by other 
al101'ing elements often proves highl,. desirable!) resulting in a metal ' 
.. 29 having a lower transition temperature than the higher carbon materialo 
Some of the more common welding procedures used to improve the 
physical properties of veldments made with low=alloy steels are increased 
trodeso The effects of these procedures are similar to those encountered 
in plain=earbon steels g and are briefly noted belovo 
Heat Inpnt and Preheatg Increasing the heat input raises the 
physical properties effeetivel~ only in sections up to 1/2 ino 
thick 0 1239139914191421)150 lor thicker seetions o inoreased heat input 
142 
alone is not sufficient9 and the joint mt1.st be preheatedo 
Postheating& Marked improvements in transition temperature and 
ductility are noted with postheating to 11)150 dego Fo!) whereas postheat1ng 
to 400 dego Fo has little effe~to700123 
E1eetrode& The use of low=b;rdrogen electrodes results in im-
proved properties in comparison with the performance of welds made with 
other types of electrodeSe9191140139o141 
In order to weld hardenable alloy steels with ans'tenitic elee= 
, 58 
trodes so as to produ~e the m8%lmam tougbnesti\) Herres and !urkalo reoOln-
mended that the plate material. have few inclusions9 a low interpass tem-
perature be employed\) and the heat input be limitedo It was stated in 
this report that interface or~king is cansed by ~drogen embrl ttlement 
of a narrow martensi tic zone at the inter£'aceo For thi s reason 1 t is 
advisable to increase the 8'l1stenite favoring elements in the f111er metal 
:in order to minimize the martens! t10 zon-eg and to control the qdrogen in 
the arc atmosphereo 
210 
The important conclusions to be pointed out are the complex 
aspects of the weldability of the lOW=8.1loy steels and the fact that 
great care mtlst be taken in welding these metals to insure a "eldment 
bJlving acceptable physical propertieso 
100 Weldabilitl of High=Allgy and of Dissimilar Steels 
The high-allo,r steele are a diversified class of steels which 
ma.y contain several alloying elements and whose metallurgy may be quite 
Qomplicatedo . The most familiar of this class of steels are the exten= 
sively used stainless steelso Eecause of their wide useo this discus= 
sion will refer principally to the results of tests on stainless steelso 
.The stainless steels m~ be divided into three groupsg 
. ·(1) martensitic stainleS(1) (2) f'erritic stainless\) &14 (3) austenitic 
t in! 190201l351l441l104g1059l10D11lIl130~147 's a esso 
(1) Martensitic Stadnless Steel (12=14~ Oro C less than 
Qo·~)g. The chief difficultY' eneountered in the walding of martensitic 
stainless steels is the high hardenabilitY' of the metal necessitating 
a preheato Bands of less corrosion resi stant material are prod:uced in 
the regi.ons 'heat ad to the range of 500 to 600 dego Co 
_ (2) Jerritic Stainless Steel (upwards of 16~ erg C var,ring 
and increasing with the Or content from. 0 0 10 to 0030%) g The chief dis= 
advantage of the ferritic stainless steels 1s brittleness resulting 
~rom the grain gro"Wth occurring at a red heat o the zone adjacent to the 
veld becomes brittle in veldingo 
(3) Ansten1tic Stainless and Heat-Resisting Steels 
(12 Or/l2 Nip 15/10 0 18/89 25/149 25/309 l5/35)g Difficnlty is encottn-
tared in these materials with carbide precipitation in the weld regiono 
.. !'itanimn or columbium is often added to prevent the formation of 
220 
chrom;um carbides by forming stable titanium or columbium carbideso DUe:> 
plex steel 9 in which a partially ferritic aus'tenitic metal is formedg may 
be proouc:edo The impact resistance of this metal is lowe'red considerably 
with the appearance of ferriteg and the veldments are susceptible to 
20 
craekingo However!) Campbell and Thomas found that some ferrite in pure-
11' austenitic weld metal eliminated the type of fissures associated with 
austenitic weld metal o 
In all of these metalsl) the hardness is extremely sensitive to 
small changes in chemical composition~ hence in the welding of dissimilar 
metals!) care must be taken to avoid detrimental combinations of base metal 
and electrode which will give a weld metal of increased hardness as com= 
pared to the parent metalso19 However!) another investigatorl30 points 
out that hardness alone does not give a true indication of the other 
mechanical properties!) and thereforeo the acceptance of welds must not be 
based on hardness alonso 
SchaefflerllOglll presents a graphical method of predicting the 
weld metal c.omposition and structure in weldments consisting of similN> 
or dissimilar metals joined with an austenitic electrodeo !he method 
and chromium formulas for the minor alloying elements!) and direction dilucc 
t ion lines for predicting the extent of mixture of base metal. and elee .... 
trode filler metal o The locat ions of the base metal and the proposed 
electrode filler metal are found on the microstructure chart using the 
nickel and chromium equavalents o A line!) called a direction dilution 
lineg is draw. through the two pointso The composition of the resultant 
weld metal is found by noting the range of percentage of dllutlono as 
found from previous experiments!) on the direction dilution ltnee 
The weldability of the highc::a&lloy and dissimilar steels is a 
complica.ted problem and each application must be treated individually. 
For this reason, very little information appears in the literature re-
garding the weldability of high-allo;y and dissimilar steels. 

110 Introduction 
J'ailures of welded structures have illustrated tha.t weldments, 
ip. .. some instances, fa.il at nominal stresses considerably below the 
design stress with little or no ductility being exhibited by the frac-
tureo That iso the steel fails in a brittle mannero Subsequent in ..... 
v.estig~tion ha.s shown that there is a transition from a ductile to a 
brittle behavior as the temperature decreaseso The temperature at 
which this change occurs is known as the transition temperatureo Actu .... 
ally the transition is not sharply defined. but occurs over a range of 
temperature. For some specimens. ~ investigators have noted two 
transition temperatures9 the ductil! ty and the fracture trans!-
tionso321) 95. lOO. 12ll) 122, l34, 135 The former occurs at low energr levels. 
while the latter is associated with someWhat higher energy levelso 
The importance of transition temperature lies in the fact 
that a brittle steel can fail without warning under low loads with 
great damage to the structure and with possible loss of 11feo Such 
failures were frequent during World War II as wae exhibited by the 
cracking of a large number of welded shipso Since several failures oc-
curred in ships lying at anchor 0 cracking could not have been caused 
in all c~ses by excessive load.ingo 132,133 Riveted ships produced du .... 
~g the same period did not exhibit this high incidence of cracking, 
indicating that transition temperature is more critical in. welded than 
in riveted strnctureso 
As the importance of transition temperature was reali.ed, it 
became apparent that this phenomenon had to be investigated in the 
laboratory. A great m8l11' investigators independently studied the prob-
lem!) and as a result!) a large number of testing techniques were devised to 
evaluate transition temperature and to classify or rate the steels a.ccord-
ing to their notch sensitivitieso These tests range from the simple static 
tension test to the highly dynamic explosion test o Natnrally the results 
dlsagreedo In the various tests!) it was attempted to simulate service con-
ditions as closely as possible~ however!) most of the investigators had dif-
ferent ideas as to what aonsti tuted service condi tionso The results of 
snch a diversified approach to the problem led to inevitable conflicts as 
to which reported transition temperatures corresponded to those of the 
structure in servieeo 
It is believed by the authors of this report that m~ of these 
seeming conflicts would disappear if the relationships among the following 
factors were more critically examined when interpreting the test resultsg 
test criteria!) rate of loading9 and eonstrainto 
Some investigators are of t~e opinion that transition temper~ 
ture is not the onlY criterion to be considered in evaluating the perform-
ance at low temperatureo !he energy level below the transition temperature 
is· also important 0 1349 135 For e%8.17lplel) one investigator reports that 
although two steels had approximately the same transition temperature, the 
12 
energies absor.bed were quite different at this temperatureo 
120 Some Factors Affecting Transition Temperature 
In order to interpret the test results correctlY9 it 1s first 
necessary to examine some of the more important variables influencing 
transi tion temperatureo The three chief variables s:f'fecting the transi-
tion temperature are (1) material and its prior histo17o (2) constraint!) 
and (3) rate of load in go 
(1) Material and Its Prior Histor,yg The chemical composition 
determines p to a large e%1ientj the notch sensitivity of the materialo 
r.or example9 raising the carbon content of the steel tends to raise the 
transi tion temperature, 859 99,122 the' change being pronounced as the per ..... 
centage exceeds 0.20 to 0025 per cent in plain-carbon steelso An in-
'crease in the transition.tempera.ture is usually associated with an in .... 
~ 123 ' crease in hardnesso 9 This JDa79 in partp be attributed to the 
effect of carbon. It is usually advantageous to obtain desired p~sical 
properties by alloying with other elements and restricting the carbon 
contento 
In low-alloy steels, carbon becomes critical at a lower con-
tent because of the i,ntensification of the hardening effect of the addi~ 
~ional alloying element SG Some of the other alloying element s have a 
similar effect on transition temperature9 but it is not as extreme or as 
consistent an effect as that of carbono Manganese p in some cases9 m~ 
have only a slight effect 9 while in other eas:es its action may be qo.ite 
proncm.ncedo Its behavior is closely associated with the carbon con-
tent. As the amount of carbon decreases 9 the content of manganese m8iY 
be increased without seriously rai sing the transition temperatureo 85 
However, there are conflicting opinions as to whether a definite corre-
lation exists either between the manganese content or the manganese-
carbon ratio and the notch sensitivity.329 52973,74 
At a given tensile strength9 alloy steels show significantly-
lower transition temperatures than do plain=earbon steelso In a carbon .... 
.. manganese stee1 9 titanium improves the weldability by lowering the 
transition temperatureg provided that the carbon and titanium contents 
do not exceed 0 0 15 and 00025 per cent respeetivelYo85 
Nitrogen contents exceeding 0 0 005 per cent induce higher tran-·· 
sition temperatures o 74 Enzian and Salvaggi032 found that the effect is 
dependent on the manganese-carbon ratio; for a ratio of 1.85 to 2.50 the 
nitrogen had no effect Whereas for a ~atio of 4.5 to 5025 nitrogen in-
creased the transition temperatureo 32 These same authors note that the 
effect of nitrogen was secondary to the effect of lowering the manganese-
carbon ratio. 
The prior histor,y of the plate material can also influence its 
transition temperature. An increase in the ferri te grain size of one ASTM 
grain size number corresponded to an average increase of 20 dego 10 in the 
transition temperature of a silicon-killed steel and 30 dego Fo for a semi-
killed and an aluminum-killed steel o 134 In generalp a small grain stmc-
ture and fine pearlite spacing produce a lower transition temperfIR 
ture. 51 \l 74 9 9911 123 One means of 8C)complishing this is by adding small 
amounts of vanadium\) which restricts grain growth and thus decreases notch 
sensi tivity. 63 
In selecting steel on the baSis of its manufacturing process ll 
care mu.st be taken that the material is not notch sensitive" Contral7' to 
what was expected\) . in a particular case a rimmed steel had a lower tran-
sition temperature than a semi-killed steelo emphasizing that mill prac-
tice is not al~s a good criterion of notCh sensitivitYo731l74 
(2) Constraint: ~ of the recent investigations have indi-
eated that transition temperature eannot be defined without defining the 
state of stresso798 Experiments have shown that it is possible to pro-
duoe a brittle type fracture by using either a high enough restraint or 
. a low enough temperatureo47049976 Instances have been reported where a 
group of steels were rated differentl1 by introducing a different 
1· . 
notch. 53p 83 In genera1 l1 a sharper notch gives a higher transition tem .... 
, peratureo7,8,76,999100pll3pl66 Increased constraint for a given rate 
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of loading also raises the transition temperatureo An increase of 
approximately 150 dego Fo was noted when the notch radius was changed 
113 from 1/4 to 0001 inoin a bend specimeno It was suggested that this 
eould not be entirely accounted for by the increased strain rate at the 
base of the notch, but that the relation of principal strains ~ld be 
1nvestigatedo 
166 Zeno and Low noted a close correlation between the 1m .... 
pact test results obtained using a standard V=notched Charw specimen 
and those obtained using a V=notched Oharp,y specimen containing a Shal-
low fatigue crack at the base of the notcho Sincs these investigators 
believed that the latter specimen ver,y closely simulated the most 
severe conditions to be encountered in serviceo the.y suggested that the 
V-notch OlIla.rpy impact specimen was thus the most logica.l choice for 
simulating field conditionso A similar conclusion' was reached by 
. Vanderbeek and Gensame~135 Bagsar8 found that a small crack in certain 
orientations in service raised the transition temperature conSiderably 
above atmospheric temperatureso This supports the theory that a 
fatigue crack acts as a notch which is indicative of the most severe 
conditions encountered in serviceo 
The transition temperature is raised as the stress pro= 
gresses from a uni=sxial to a tri=axialstatso 87 ~antitative expres-
sions for indices of stress concentration are given by MacGregor and-
Grossman87 and by Bagsar. 7 
The dimensions of the specimen also have an important 
influence on the transi tion temperature, the thicker specimens usually 
74 134 166 having higher transition temperatureso 9' This effect might be 
partially attributed to the increased grain size of the thicker sections9 
which is dependent on the rolling processo 77 ,134 According to one inves-
tigator, increasing the plate thickness raises the fracture transition 
temperature, but has no consistent effect on the ductility transition 
-Gemperatureo 122 !he results of the studies of field failures show that 
B.lly' change in the section acts a.s a stress raiser and can induce brittle 
fracture. 
loading has- an important influence on transition temperatureo There 
appea.rs to be a straight line re~ationship between the natural logarithm 
of the deflection rate and the reciprocal of the transition temperature 
expressed in degrees (Fahrenheit) absoluteo The slope and location of 
this line is dependent on the notch (stress distribution) and the material 
being testedo With this as a basis, it is contended that correlation 
among a great ma~ tests ean be achieved if comparisons of transition tem-
peratures are made taking into consideration the strain rateso 
Theoretical 1~estigations have shown that the relationship 
between the strain rate and the transition temperature can be eXpressed by 
where 0 6:8 = 
Q == 
R- == 
• 
Ln €B==-QjR~+k 
the strain rate under brittle action, 
an energy constant, 
the molal gas constant, 
the transition tempera.ture in degrees Fahrenheit 
absolute, 
k == a constant characteristic of the materialo 
46 According to Gensamerl) Saibel, and Ransom, who have abstracted 
several articles on this ~bject, Hollomon has derived this e~ation on 
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OF TRANSITION TEMPERATURE. (FROM DATA OF MACGREGOR AND GROSSMAN) ~ 
the basis of observed metal action, and Kontorova has derived similar 
e~ations on a theoretical basis. 
Grossman and MacGregor, 87 from the results of experimental data, 
plot the logarithm of the ~effective strain rate~ as a function of the 
reciprocal of the transition temperature (Fig. 2~a)o The effective 
~train rate is proportional to the rate of loading9 the constant of pro-
portionality being different for different specimens 0 Figure 2-b. Shows 
the results replotted as the logarithm of the deflection rate as a func-
tion of the reciprocal of the transition temperature. As can be seen, a 
straight line relationShip still exists. 
88 In addition9 MacGregor and Grossman have utilized this straight 
line relationship to extrapolate the results of slow bend tests to the 
Oharpy impact rate of loading as shown in Figo 30 .The results of this 
extrapolation yielded transition temperatures which l~ on the upper knee 
of the transition curves determined from the Oharpy impact tests o 
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13«> Effects of Walding on Transition Tempe.rature 
All of the previously discussed variables affect the trans! .... 
. . 84 95 98 99 123 tion temperature 9 and welding causes additional ef'fects o \) \) II \) 
As a result of the heating and cooling cycle and the accompanying metal-
lurgical change~? the transition temperatllre may be raised as much as 
.... 1 3 '::. "'. 
200 dego ]I 0 by wel~ingo 2 The transition temperature increases with 
increased hardness in the heat=Bffeeted zons g increased grain size in 
the heat~affeeted zoneg and increased depth of the hea.t-affected zoneo 
each factor ope~atingindependentlYo63 
Welding causes au enbrittling effect\) the effeet being most 
pronounced a short distance from the weld centerlinso 13 \) 529 51h, 98 As 
indicated in Figo '41) which shows the variat ion in transi ti on temperature 
in the eross=seetion cf a weld\) the transition temperature increases 
sharp17 in the heat-affeeted z'ons\) reaching a ma.:x:1m:wn about 1 ino frem 
the weld centerlineG Near the centerl> .the weld metal is normal~ more 
ductile than the metal in the c~i tical heat=aifeeted zoneS) but the rela,... 
tionship of the properties of the wld metal to those of the unaffected 
base plate is complex\) as the weld metal m~ be more or less ductile 
than the base meta1(') 
!'or simpliel ty I) some of the aff ~ct s of welding and welding 
procedures on transition temperature will be discussed under the follow-
ing headings2 (1) hydrogen!) (2) cooling rats g (3) postheating\) and 
(4) stress relievingo 
(1) Hydrogeng As discussed more completely in Chapt~r V I) 
veldments produced with lowchydrogen electrodes will have lower transi-
tion temperatures than those produced with high=hydrogen electrodeso 
In some cases, the effect is considerable but not always eonsistent o 
It seems to be closely related to the cooling rate. 
(2) Cooling Rateg A reduction in the cooling rate can be 
accompli shed by increasing the heat inpu.t or by preheat ingo In so do-
ing, the transition temperature may be loweredo 123 The beneficial ef-
fects of a slower cooling rate are probab~ derived from a reduced crack-
ing tendency and from an alleviation of the effects of hydrogeno 
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(3) Postheating~ Postheating usnally improves the weldment 
properties by stress relieving, by minimizing the effects of hydrogen, or 
by metallurgical changes. However9 the results are not always consistent. 
For example, instances have been reported in which postheating, while 
lowering the ductility transition temperatureg raised -the fracture tran-
122 sition temperatureo The transition temperature can also be lowered 
by normalizingo999ll3,122 
Because of their postheating effect~ multiple beadl induce 
improved ductility and a lowered transition temperatu~e in comparison 
to the effects of the first passo 123 In generalo multi-bead deposits 
are preferable to single bead depositso 
(4) Stress Relieving~ While some investigators hold that 
stress relieving of welds is not of much importance as far as transition 
temperature is concerned g 95 others report a lowering of as much as 80 
to 100 deg. Fo, which they attribute at least partially to stress 
relievingo 7,49 
As discussed in Chapter VIo residual stress may become import-
ant ~der conditions whiCh inhibit plastic flow. For example 9 frac-
tures have been initiated with no externally applied load in test speci-
mens cooled below the transition temperatureo49 In testing for the 
effects of residual stress g the temperature of testing should be below 
the transition temperature g otherwise the effects will be masked by 
plastic strainingo 128 
140 Comparison of Tests 
The preceding discussion has been concerned with the variables 
affecting transition temperature as noted from test results. These 
test results, in many cases, are not in agreemento This has resulted 
in a grea.t deal of confusion as to which tests and which criteria for 
interpreting the tests give the most correct interpretation of transi-
tion temperature and agree most closely with service conditionso The 
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authors are of the opinion that if the comparisons had been made with 
due regard to criteria of interpretation\) rate of loading, and con-
straint9 the disagreements would disappear in many cases. In the case 
of a difference in test criteria only~ an adjustment of definition 
will often permit a direct comparisonCJ On the other hand, many compar-
isons ca.n never be made directlYI) but mnst be made indirectly taking 
into ·consideration the rate of loading and the constraint 0 
As can be seen in J igo59 which shows an. example of the 
results of a. typical test\) the indicated transition temperatures 
(TAt '!::B'l and !rO) may vary considerably\) its value depending entirely 
on the choice of test criteria. Thus\) to make comparisons using differ-
ent criteria is obviously erroneonso .Numerons examples of such compari-
sons are evident in the literatureo On the basis of these comparisons\) 
~ tests were rejected because they did not agree with the arbitrary 
standard, the wid.e plate tests. 
::Because of their relatively large siz9,the wide plate tests 
were accepted by many investigators as being representative of service 
conditions. However, there is some question as to whether or not this 
is true. Vanderbeck and Gensamer135 indicated that this test does not 
gi ve a complete explanation of the problem and pointed out that there 
is still a significant amount of ductility remaining in the specimen 
at the lower end. of the transit ion range e They maintain that the duc-
tility transition temperature (See Jig. 6)9 Which they consider more 
i~: indicative of service because of its occurrence at low energy' levels 9 
is masked in the wide plate tests o 
As discussed in Section 12, there appears to be a straight 
line relationship between the natural logarithm of the rate of loading 
\.'\ 
and the reciproeal of the transition temperature. This relationship 
makes possible the comparison of dynamic and static tests. 
At the present time, the conditions of constraint ~e not been 
too thoroughly investigatedo It is known that the sharpne,1 of the 
notch has a pronounced embrittling effect on the specimen, but little 
quantitative information is available on the stress condi tion. 
Thus it is seen that of the three variables, criteria for inter-
pretation of the test" rate of loadingo and degree of constralnt~ reason-
ably decisive information is available on the first two, While additional 
evidence is needed on the thir40 Even so, by use of the relationships 
that have been investigated, the possibility becomes apparent that a 
great deal more correlation can be accomplished than is currently thought 
possible. 
In some instances, an attempt has been made to compare the trans-
ition temperatures as determined by two different tests, as shown in 
Fig. 70 The transition temperature as determined by one test, using a 
rate of loading A for a specimen AD is plotted against the transition 
temperature as determined by another test, using a rate of load ~ for a 
speoimen~o As shown in the figure for a hypothetical case, the rela-
tionship is a straight lineo !his type of graph has been used, in some 
cases, to compare the transition temperatures from an impact test with 
the transition temperatures from a static test. Xo consideration is 
given to the rate of loading, and only in a few instances is the effect 
of constraint considered. Obviously, comparisons using different cri ..... 
taria are of no value. 
It is the authors U opinion that such comparisons, as are illus-
39· 
trated in Fig. 1 ~ are fundamentally erroneous e There is reason to 
believe that the results from two different tests plotted in this 
manner Should not have a linear relationship. For example~ consider 
Transition Temperature 
(Rate of loading B, Specimen type B) 
FIG. 7. mmamnous OOMPARISON OF TBANSITIOll TEMP.ER.ATURES 
FROM TESTS A AND B. 
rig. 3 which evaluates the effect of the rate of loading on the trans-
1tion temperature. As can be seen, the order of classification is 
different at static and impact velocities. Hence, a straight line 
relationship cannot exist in a eompari son such as is made in Figo 7. 

Vo HYDROGEN AND amER GASBlSo 
15. Hydrogen Theory 
One of the chief gases produced in the metallic arc welding 
process is hydrogen, which is derived from the decomposition during 
welding of the organic material in the electrode coating; it is also 
deri ved from the moisture a.bsorbed in the coating and from the moi s-
ture in the atmosphereo Cellulosic materials are the chief organic con-
stituents of the coating and are present in relatively large quantities 
in electrodes conforming to AWS specifications 160100 16011» 16012, 
The presence of hydrogen in w eldment s can be readily observed 
by placing a newly completed weld. under water and noting the gas evulu-
tion as evidenced by the bubbleso Ohemical analysis has shown this gas 
to be hydrogen. 
The hydrogen present in the welding atmosphere is absorbed by 
the weld metal and can act detrimentally on the physical properties of 
the weldment o In many cases these detrimental effects suffice to cause 
failure of the weldment at abnormally low nominal stresseso 
At the elevated temperatures associated with arc weldingo 
hydrogen exists in the atomic state and is readily soluble in the weld 
meteJ.o The relationship between temperature and the solubility of 
hy-drogen in iron is shown in Figo S.. In the atomic statel) hydrogen is 
not only- soluble in the mol ten pool but diffuses rapidly into the h~ted 
base metal o As the molten weld metal coolsl) austenite is formed. The 
solubility of hydrogen in austenite is relatively high\) and the gas is 
.readily diffusibleo Upon further eoolingo the austenitic transformation 
temperature is reachedo As shown in Figo 8 9 the solubility of hydrogen 
42. 
is markedly decreased after this transformation.. Therefore. the hydrogen 
must leave the supersaturated metal. diffusing to regions of retained aus-
tenite where it is more soluble 0 to internal discontinuities, or to the 
atmosphere. 
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FIG. 8 0 SOLUJ3ILITY OF HYDROGEN IN IRON 
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At lower temperatures, atomio qdrogen must reoombine to the 
more stable molecular form. While the atomic ~drogen is present in solu-
tion in the metal, this reaction is prevented. However, upon diffusing 
into the void spaces, it recombines. At low temperatures, the moleeo.lar 
~drogen is not soluble in the metal and is, therefore!) trapped in the 
discontinuities. As more atomic ~drogen diffuses into the voids. it re-
combinE"', produoing high aerostatie pressu..res. .It is these high preaumres 
'fhich are thcmght to contribute to the lower performance of weldments hav-
ing high ~drogen contents. Some investigators claim that the hydrogen 
can also concentrate in the c~stallographic imperfections of the 
metallic crystals of the weld metal and. the base platso 57 The aero-
'static pressure theory is still supported, howevero 
160 Measo.rement - Methods and Qp.antities 
The ordi~ary methods of analyzing the gaseou.s product s con-
tained in weld metal can be divided into three main groupsg (1) Vacuum 
extraction or collection over a liquid at room temperature yields hydro-
gen on1Yo91,llS,123 Classified with this method is collection over 
mercury or a mineral oi19 whf:ch mlW be performed without the use of a 
vs.cu'Wl'lo (2) Vacuum extraction at elevated temperatures up to about 
1,400 dego 1'0 allowB hydrogen to escape in an almost pure form at a 
greatly accelerated rate as compared to ambient temperatureso 36 ,91 ,101,11S 
(3) Vacuum extraction at temperatures suffiCiently high to melt a weighed 
sample yields all the gaBes present in the weldment n the more important 
being oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogeno91,1079115 
In the following reports of investigations\} these methods of 
analysis were used to determine the variables influencing the quantity 
of hydrogen present in a weldment o 
In a weld on a 3/4 ino SAl 1025 silicon-killed hign-tensile 
steel, the hydrogen analysis by collection over mineral oil yielded 103 
and 0.4 cc per ino of weld for a 3/16 in. 16010 and for a 3/16 in. ETS 
e1eetrode 9 respectively.123 Virtnal~ all gases were emitted in 24 
hourso 
Rollason and Mancel07 compared the hydrogen present in weld 
pads prepared from low-hydrogen and from ordinary mild steel electrodss o 
The qnantities present, as shown in Table It are divided into diffusible 
and nondiffusible hydrogen. The former is that portion of the total hydro-
gen collected at room temperature in a vacuum apparatus~ while the latter 
OOMPARISON OF HYDROGEN OONCENTRATIONS IN THE WlID MlTAL 
PREPADD FROM LOW- A!f.D HIGH-HYDROGBlN EIJDOTRODDS It 
(From Rollason and Mancs)o 
----------------~---Hyd;~g;;-i~-~~7iOo-G;;;~~W;id-B;;a-------
EtmOTRODl Diffusible Nondiffnsible !otal 
Low-hydrogen 
Mild Steel ·905 80; 18 0 0 (High-hy"drogen) 
--~-~------~~--~~~~~~~-~-~-----~~-~---~----~-------~-~~--~--~ 
is that additional portion Golle~ted by the vacuum fusion method (method 
3. above) after removal of the diffusible hydrogen.,Perbaps rather than 
us.ing t~e term "nondiffusible vo hydrogen" it would be more correct to use 
the term ntrapped" b1'drogeno However" since most of the investigators 
reter to diffusible and nond~fusible hydrogen" these latter terms will 
be used tor consistenc,yc 
Slor:l8.D.~ Rooney t and Schofieldll5 have observed that there is a 
straight line relationship between the total hydrogen in the weld pad and 
the available hydrogen including the moisture in the electrode coatingo 
Table 2 shows the amount of hydrogen present in the weld pad compared with 
the available hydrogeno The diffusible hydrogen was collected for periods 
up to 60 ~so .The proportion of diffusible and nondiftusible hydrogen 
deposited from the same electrode varied erratically!) but the total ~dro-
gen remained relatively constant o As can be seen from Table 29 it is 
possible that a low-hydrogen electrode may deposit weld metal with a 
~( 
higher diffusible hydrogen content than weld ~etal deposited from high-
hydrogen electrodeso 
TA'BDB 20 
COMPARISON BEWEmN HYDROGD PRESENT IN WED) METAL 
AND TGrAL AVAlLA.'BIlJ HYDROGEN INCLUDING H)ISTUB11L 
(From Sloman, Roone,y, and Schofield) 
-~~~---~--~~~~-~--------~--~-------------~------~~---~-----------
Electrode F 
No Organic Material 
(Low-hydrogen) 
Electrode D 
Organic Material 
Electrode! 
Organic Material 
Relatively Moist 
Hydrogen in Weld 
ml/100g of Weld 
Diffo Bondiff o Total 
302 105 407 
2.8 606 904 
200 150.8 1708 
HYdrogen Available 
in Ooating 
ml/100g of Wire 
850 
2200 
4400 
QD~..:JoO&)GD_alD_-c::II:tm::»CCtCEZtOl:tGllalaCl--=aCIID_QQ_CllD...,c::a=o~ __ ~QS)_~c:--.::.a~~aDClDc=tgQag~C:C_GD~~ _____ ac» 
The total amount of o~gen is constant with a given electrode\) 
the amount being dependent on the composi tion and the amount of the 
eoating rather than on the core wireo 115 Strong reducers, such as sili-
eon, manganese g and aluminum; m~ be harmful because oxygen mq react to 
. 16 
form oxide inclusions instead of being carri ad a~ as water vaporo 3 
103 Reeve found that a completely oxidized electrode contained 
only" small amounts of diffusible bydrogenll although it was high in total 
~drogeno An all purpose electrode deposited weld metal containing 
1.28 and 1306 cc per 100 grams of weld metal!) of diffu.sible and non-
diffusible bydrogenp respeetivelyo Some electrodes contained on17 a 
trace of diffusible hydrogeno He found no r elation between the amount 
of hjrdrogen in the weld metal and the available qdrogen in the elec-
46. 
trode coating. However v the moisture content of the electrode coating 
was disregarded in compu.ting the available hydrogen~ although a reduc-
tion of hydrogen was noted when the electrode was bakedo 
A relationship was noted between the leO content &lid the diffus-
ible hydrogen as shown diagrammatically- in fig. 9. 103 !he amount of dif .... 
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fusible hydrogen appeared dependent on the state of oxidation of the weld 
deposit as controlled b.1 the following e~i1ibrium reaction& 
The water thus' produced during welding is probab17 nondiffusibleo The 
hydrogen is subject to a balanced diffusiono As the hydrogen is trans-
formed into water"\) more hy'drogen enters the inclusions~ which provide 
space for reO and hydrogen to form watero Perhaps 50 per cent of the 
nondif'fusible hydrogen is watero As the FeO content of the weld is in-
creased, the total ~drogen is slightly reduced~ while the diffusible 
hydrogen is considerably reduced. Other investigators have made similar 
observations, some stating that the absence of FeO favors increased 
hydrogen solubil:ltYtt 57 1)1021)163 MnO may have the same effect u Jeo. 103 
In order to compere the AWS standa.rd electrodes wi th the above 
information9 the following tabulation (Table 3) of hydrogen present in 
the arc atmosphere has been prepared from the data of Mallett and 
Rieppe10 91 The hydrogen and water vapor concentrations are noted. 
,TA"BLE 30 
AMOUET OF HYDROGElI' A!lD WATER VAPOR AVAILABLE 
IE' AWS TYP.I EIiBlCTRODlDS o 
(Computed from data of Mallett and Rieppel) 
Ooncentration in cC/ino of Burn=off 
ELECTRODE Hydrogen Water Vapor 
]16012 and E6013 93 45 
:16010 93 36 
]16020 29 57 
E6015 1 to 10 7 to 12 
For practical purposes\) it is apparent that the amount of 
hydrogen present in a ve1dment can be controlled by the proper choice 
of electrodeo 
.170 Effects on Properties 
It is intended in the following discussion to point out the 
effects of hydrogen and other gases on the properties of weldments o 
!he properties to be conSidered are (1) cracking, (2) ductilityo 
(3) transition temperature, (4) fish8,fes, and (5) porosityo 
480 
(1) Crackingg The orack sensitivity of a weldment made with 
a plain-oarbon or a 10w-a110y steel can be reduoed by using low-hydrogen 
electrodeso29 ,9l ,ll4,l27,l39,l4l,150 However, an instance has been r~ 
ported where no oorrelation between hydrogen and oracking existed except 
62 for ver,y high or very low hydrogen ~ontentso It is difficult to gen-
Qrali~e the effeots of hydrogen on high-alloy steels, although it is gen-
erall,. accepted that the orack sensitivity is closely associated with the 
carbon oontento The aastenitie al1a.rs do not eXhibit any sensitivity to 
hydrogen because of the high solubility of hydrogen in ansteniteo 
The origin of cracking in a weld is believed to be in regions 
of high aerostatic pressures produced by the precipitation of hydrogen in 
regions of retained ansten1teo 107 ,114 Some investigators maintain that 
thermal and residual stresses are important contributors to the prop8ga-
tion of such oracks, but thera is disagreement on this subject and more 
researoh seems warrsntedo 
80 According to Lederl) cracking results from an inability of 
the heat-affected zone to carry the normal stress; a weld does not crack 
because the stresses are abnormally high, but beoause the area which 
cracks is 'tmusuall,. weuo He also believes that the hydrogen cracking 
theoI"Y' and t he hardened zone cracking theo1'1' are oomplementa:ry-0 !his 
seems to have met wi th opposition!) most of the opponents being more in 
favor of the hydrogen cracking theory. 
Fissuring seems to be dependent upon the relationship between 
the amount of hydrogen in the weld and a oritioal cooling r&tsolOplOS 
10 
:Bland found that rapid cooling of the weld metal with more thaD. some 
critical amount of hydrogen would cause fissures to formo Rollason and 
RobertslOS indicated that if a weld pad reaches 100 dego Co in less thea 
one minute (corresponding to a width of the heat-affected zone of 
O~ll ino)o it will be fissured o 
Welds in lOW=8.11oy and in hardenab1e steels will fissure. 
if the cooling rate is too rapido P·reheating9 by lowering the 0001-
ing rate!) has been found to reduce consid.erably the cracking ten"'" 
d 127913991419150 encyC) 
The cracking tendency is also :related to the chemical 
composition of the material being we1dedo especially the carbon con-
tento 6291149126913991500163 In welds in c arbon=manganese steels!) the 
cracking tendency decreases as the hydrogen content is decreased~39D141 
Zapffe and Sims163 reported that an inc:rease in cracking is obtained 
with increased carbon content as a result of the reaction between lwdro---
gen and carbon to 'lom methane (C~) I) which has a higher partial pre .... 
sure than hydrogen9 thereby producing higher aer~static pressureso 
In studying the effect s of hydrogen on lUlderbead crackingo 
the upper cracking temperature of about 200 dego e· o was independent of 
the rate of coolingo127 It was found that cracking could be prevented 
in multipass welds by depositing a minimwn of three beads before the 
interpass temperature dropped to 200 dego 0 0 
(2) Duetilityg One of the fi~st investigations of h7drogen 
in weldmentso163 emphasized its embrittling effeeto Snbse~ent inves-
tigations have Substantiated this observationolOg36p37g10891399141 
It sho~d be pointed out that it is pCH!Js1ble to produce a weld with no 
i. 
fissures present but with low duetilitYol08 
Flannigang 37 in experiments using controlled low-temperature 
cooling rates\)· found. that the ductility of welds made with normal qdro-
gen electrodes on A2S5 steel of firebox quality increased with slower 
low-t~erature cooling ra.tes at temperatures as low as 212 dego :r. and 
increased with lower hydrogen contentso Aver,y rapid quenen did not cauSe 
embri tt lament when a low-b.ydrogen electrode was usedo 
In an earlier article, Jlannigen36 reported that welds produced 
from 16010 and low-hydrogen electrodes on 3/4 in9 semi-killed plate had 
'~he seme ductility. An eqnally' beneficial effect was indicated in the 
aging of both the lowsbydrogen and the 16010 weldo This same effect was 
noted in another investigationo 25 Preheating cansed an increAsed pieknp 
o(hydrogen, but despite the increased hydrogen eontent g the ductility of 
the regulting veld was greater. 36 These results indicate that these inves-
tigations were probably perfomed using steels relatively immune to ~dro-
gen embrittlemento 
~landlO investigated the effect on a weldment of varying the 
amount of t!me of air cooling be£' ore quenchingo A minimum of three min-
utes between welding and quenching was necessary for acceptable ductility 
. in 8: 3/4 ino weldment produced from &'1 1116011 eleetrodeo The same tests 
showed that a weld deposited by an E6015 (low-hydrogen) electrode could 
be quenched twenty seconds after welding and still have acceptable duc-
tility. 
54 108 123 Other investigators \). 1) have fotm.d that welds made from 
electrodes containing organic material in the coating had a lower ductil-
tty than welds made from low-hydrogen electrodes. 
(3) Transi tion Temperature~ An important measure of the per-
formanoe of both welded and unwelded plates is the transition temperatureo 
As stated previously, welding raises the transition temperature of a plate 
material..- There is evidence that welds produced from low=-hydrogen elec-
trodes will have lower trans! tioD. temperatures than thos,s produced from 
high"",bydrogen electrodeso As InUCh as a 75 to 100 dego F 0 lowering has 
been reported for an SAl 1020 steelo 25 Howevero in another investiga-
tion9 123 ~nly slight~ lower transition temperatures were noted for an 
SA3 1025 steel and a manganese-titanium high-tensile steel when compar-
ing welds produced from low=hydrogen and from high-hydrogen electrodeso 
The differences disappeared as the cooling rate was lowered by preheat .... 
The transi tieD. temperature of a weldment is closely related 
to its ductility and to its cracking tendency!) both of which ~ be 
influenced by hydrogen!) depending on the sensi t:lv1ty of the material to 
hydrogen embrittlemento A high transition temperature resulting from 
the use of high=h:ydrogen electrodes can probably be attributed to the 
embrittling effect and to the increased crack sensitivity caused by the 
high hydrogen contento 
In the welding of low-alla,y steels!) decreasing the nitrogen 
content resulted in a decrease in the transition temperature at the 
e,enter of the weld 0 52 It is possible to control the nitrogen content 
to some extent by controlling the aTe length\) a Bhort arc yielding 
nitrogen contents of 0 0 02 to 0 0 03 per cento a long are yielding 0 0 05 to 
6 1M . 000.· per canto On the basis of this investigat ion!) it would seem 
advisable to use a short arc when -welding lo.w=alloy steels o 
(4) Fishey-egg One of the characteristic effects of hydro= 
gen in steel is the fisheyeo The fisheye or flake is noticed on the 
fractured surfaces of t ensile and bend specimens and is a small bright 
surface in au otherwise dull fibrous fra.ctureo 10\)25\1 81 
The fisheye appears only in those weldments produced from· 
heavily coated electrodeso The basic cause of the fisheye is believed 
52. 
to be the high aerostatic pressur-e associated with entrapped hydrogen, 
57 81 107 163 164 although the mechanism is not ful17 understoodo ' , , \l 
Lefevre8l states tha.t the fisheye is caused by hydrogen, but 
that there is not a critical hydrogen content which causes fisheyes o He 
goes on to ssg that the freqneney of the flakes is a function of the cool-
ing rate and is Characteristic of a well deoxidized weld o 
There are two possible ways of eliminating the fisheyeo The 
first. and the more obvious methodo is to reduce the hydrogen content of 
81 the weldment. but Lefevre asserts that it might not be feasible to 
relieve the defect in this mannero ~nation of welde produced from 
l_ov-~d.rogen type electrodes, however 0 indicates that the fisheye can be 
reduced 9 if not eliminatedo by this methodo 
The second method of controlling the fisheye is by a postheat 
25 81 163 81 treatment 0 " Lefevre suggests that the fisheye will no longer 
be present if' the weldment is allowed to age at room temperatureo He 
alsC>. states that it will reappear if the weldment is subjected to air 
cooling after heating in servic60 
(5) Porosi tyg Porosity is caused by the entrapment· in the 
weld metal of' the gases present in the welding atmo sphereo It has been 
shown that porosity is associated with the moisture content of' the elee-
trode coating and the hydrogen and nitrogen contents of' the atmos-
106 phereo In addition it is claimed that the evolution of carbon monox-
ide f'rom the weld metal as a result of' the dee&rburization reaction 
116 
canses porosity_ This same investigator noted that the gas evolution 
decreases with decreasing carbon contento 
There are other gases which mST be present as impurities in 
the weld atmo~here that can cause porosity. One of these, ~drogea 
sUlfide (H2S)~ ~ be produced from electrodes containing sulphur or 
from a sulphur-rich plateo 57 t 129 The control of the sulphur meu be . 
accomplished by either making the coating more basico thus absorbing 
the sulphur in the slago or by increasing the oxidizing power of the 
coating to ~low the escape of sulphur as the gas S020 Elements form-
ing indiffusible gases o such as 000 H29 H2So 802 and N2 are detrimental o 
Another method of controlling the porosity associated with the gaseous 
constituents of the atmosphere is by lowering the cooling rateo which 
allows a greater escape of the gases during coolingo 
Using hollow electrodes 9 Mallett and Rieppe19l reported that 
an artificial_ atmosphere of 50 per cent carbon monoxide and 50 per cent 
carbon dioxide gave good arc characteristics with no underbead cracking 
or porosityo This combination gave better results than any other that 
was triedo 
180 Methods of Oontrolling Hydrogen 
~he preceding disenssioD. on ~drogen and other gases indicates 
that the detrimental action of such constituents can exist in commer-
oial17 prod~ed weldments o In lowacarbon weldmentso the problem is 
chiefly one of attaining a high level of ductilitj" and a low transition 
temperatureo The addi tional problem of cracking is encountered in the 
more hardenable higner carbon (sometimes as low as 0 0 20 per cent)o low-
alloy 9 and high-alloy steelBo 
It is readily apparent that the ga.eons products of the are 
welding procesB g especiall1 hydrogenp can have a detrimental effect on 
the physical properties of a welded jointo Henceo it is important to 
control the gas content of the weldo The discussion which follows i8 
a brief introduet ion to five important methods of accomplishing this 
control: (1) using low~bydrogen electrodes~ (2) controlling low-t~mper­
ature cooling rate~ (3) controlling chemical composition, (4) causing 
higher austenitic transformation temperatures, and (5) agingo 
(1) Using Low-Hydrogen Ileetrodes8 The most obvious method 
of control is the use of eleetroaes which do not contain large amounts 
of available hydrogeno The electrodes corresponding to the Ameri-ean 
Welding Society Specifications 16015 and 16016 meet this reqniremento 
To fu.;"ther reduce the available hydrogen!) it is imptOrtant that elec..., 
trodes be dried before usingo In some instances~ baking electrodes of 
high potential ~drogen eontent~ mar allow the production of satisfsc-
tOt7 weldments~ without baking the electrodes the weldments would not 
have proved satisfactory in serviceo Welding in a very humid atmosPhere 
can also increase the amount of ~droge and is 1nad.visabl~o 
(2) Oontrolling Low~emperature Cooling Rateg The cooling 
rate is an important variableo affect ing the .gas content of the weld. an4 
the hardness of the base plateo To minimizs these effectsD the cooling 
59 lOS rat e mq be lowered by using a larger· diameter eleetrodeo !) inereas-
ing the heat input D or by employing a preheat. Using a. larger electrode 
does not offer the oontrol that preheating offerso Inoreasing the heat 
input has been used snecessfully to control ductility and eracking9 but 
as with using a larger diameter eleetrode, the control is not as satis-
factory as using a preheat. Neither of these two methods\) although sat-
iafaetol"1for thin plates (up to 1/2 ino), may be effective for thick 
plates. In this easeo the joint should be preheatedo 'or a given wld.-
ing pTocednre, preheating ~ produce sound welds with superiod physical 
pTopertiea even though the b7drogen content of the weldment is in-
36 creased. 
Welding at low temperatures can have a highly d.etrimental 
effect on the completed structure because of its influence on lov-tem-
perature cooling rateso For this reason some specificationa llJrlt the 
lowest temperature of the base plate at which welding ~ be performed 
without special procedureso 
(3) Oontrolling Ohemical Compositiong Oontrol of the ehem-
leal compos! tion of both base metal. and weld metal is a pOlsible meana 
of reduoing the adverse effects of hydrogen in s tesl o It is advisable 
to restrict the ~arbon content and obtain the desired physical. proper-
ties by employing other alloying elementso !rhis has the dual effect of 
controlling the hydrogen pressure and the hardenability of the base 
(4) OausingHigher Ansteniti~ Transformation Temperatures: 
~he addition of carbide stabilizing elements has been proposed as a 
40 
method of reducing the hydrogen content of the weldment o The parpOS8 
of such additions is to raise the auetenitie transformation temper&= 
ture" thereby :1nereasing the possibility of complete transformation at 
higher temperatureso At these higher temperatursB 9 hydrogen is more 
diffusible in the transformed metal\) and more time is available for the 
escape of ~drogen to the atmosphereo In effect the carbon content of 
the austenite is lowered by the formation of stable carbides which are 
reluctant to go into solution in the time available during weldingo 
Oarbide stabilizing elements such as vanadium 9 aluminum!) titanium\) 
eolumbittmo and zirconium are useful in these instaneeso In contrast 
to the tendency of carbide stabilizing elements to raise the austen= 
itic transformation temperature\) ~d.rogen tends to del~ this trans-
A __ .ft.... _____ !I __________ .4."l ______ .&. __ 1-__ ..:1 __ "","L.4" .1"'_ 57 
(5) Aging~ A portion of the hydrogen initially trapped in the 
we1dment escapes even at room temperatureo 36, l63 An improvement in the 
properties of the weldment is noted with aging and a part of this improve-
ment is attributed to the escape of qarogeno Roweverg if fis·S'Il.ring has 
a.lready occu.rred in a weldv aging will naturally be of little benefito 
The diffusion rate of hydrogen increases logar1thmdeallY with temperature, 
a.nd thereforso the aging effect is correspondingly accelerated at higher 
temperatureso 163 Under conditions of immediate loading such as are en .... 
countered in repair workl) and to some extent in erect i onl) the beneficial 
effects of aging are lost or restrictedo 
57. 
Vlo RESIDUAL STRESSo 
19. Origin. and Definition 
Residual stresses in welding can be defined g for our purposes, 
as those stresses originating from the heating an~ cooling cycle asso-
ciated with the welding process o As the molten weld metal solidifies 
upon cooling 9 it endeavors to contracto To some e%tent9 it is prevented 
from doing this by the restrictions of the base plate and the weld metal 
which has already solidified. Such restrictions cause 1nternai residual 
stresses to be set up in the weldment o .These stresses continue to build 
up as the weldment cools to ambient temperatures and can attain yield 
point values. depending upon the geom&try and the dimensions of the weld-
mente The major part of the p~astic deformation caused by the restraint 
takes place in the weld metal and a narrow zone of the adjoining heat-
affected zone. 
This explanation refers to unrestrained plates; however 9 addi-
tional stresses can arise if external restraint is offered during the 
welding process. In a large structure 9 the residual stresses reach high 
magnitudes, because of the restraint of the structure itselfo 
Residual stresses can be of special importance in stroctures 
in which plastic flow is inhibited. for if the material is prevented 
from straining plasticallYe the high concentrations of stress cannot be 
redistributed. l2S Consequently, the stresses are raised above normal 
yield point valueso To illustrate the importance that residual stresses 
do have, one has only to consider the results of investigations in ~ich 
fractures were initiated in unloaded specimens simply by cooling the 
specimens to sufficiently low temperatures.49t76 
Ship failures have been reported at very low nominal stress-
eSo1329133 These are attributed!) in part\) to the high levels of residual 
stressl) which can be supplementary to the applied stresseso Thus, in 
some cases\) residual stress mB\V seriously reduce the load bearing caps-
city of a structureo 
Another adverse effect of residual stress is the distortion it 
produces in the completed weldment o If for no other reason, it mq be 
necessary to relieve residual stress for machining stabili~ or dimension-
al toleranceso 
-20 0 Measurement 
Residual stress can be measured by the relaxation method or 
the X=r~ procedure\) the more common being the formero 
In the relaxation method\) there is some controversy as to which 
strains should be measnred and as to the interpretation of the·strainso 
109 Rosenthal and Norton obtain readings parallel and perpendicular to the 
centerline of the veld using SR-4 strain gageso whereas Meriam\) DeGarmo, 
and Jonassen93 claim that a rosette gage cluster is re~iredo The dis-
crepancy seems to lie in the location of the principal axiso Both inves-
tigations t however\) claim accuracy within 2,000 psio The former have also 
investigated the stress through the thickness of a plateo 
Although the X-rar method has been sueeessful17 used in other 
applications\) its application to the measurement of residual stresses in 
veldments is still limited\) because of the ~ technical difficulties 
Which have been encounteredo 
210 ·Effects on Performance of Weldments 
The following is a discussion of the effects of residual stress 
on (1) cracking and crack propagation g (2) ductilityg and (3) transition 
temperature 0 
(1) Cracking and Crack Propagation~ As previously men ..... 
tionedl) one method of evaluating weldability is to measure the crack 
sensitivity of the material o This mar be accompliShed by noting the 
restraint neeessary to produce cracking as in the Lehigh restraint 
testo2991269127 The severity of the restraint is a mea~re of the 
stress in the weldo 97 It is apparent from such tests that the stress 
level in the weld either causes cracking to originate or propagate, 
or both" 
76 . 
Kenne~ differentiates between residual (thermal) and 
reaction (restraint) stresses o Residual stress had an effect on the 
fracture when deformation prior to failure was ver,y lowo Reaction 
stress could cause a brittle fracture in a notched plateo It was 
possible to initiate fracture by ~ooling a notched plate without apply-
ing any external loado The temperature necessary to induce such cra.ck-
ing was dependent on the sharpness of the notch!) the materialo and the 
magnitude of the residual stresSe Greene49 produced a failure at 
=>25 dego Fo without application of external loado The specimen cracked 
across the tension zone of the longitudinal residual welding stresseso 
PTobably the stress increased as the plate cooledo In contrastl) Weckl44 
did not get fractures in unloaded specimens cooled below the transition 
temperature even though the residual stresses were above yield point 
values at this temperatureo 
It is obvious from the reports of such failures that 
residual stresses can be of prim8r7 importanceo 
(2) Ductilityg From the results of tests which were con-
cerned with the effects of aging on ductility\) Jackson and Luther67 con-
cluded that the improved ductility of aged specimens could be attributed 
to the reduction of residual stresso In ~pport of this conclusion (in 
contrast to the hydrogen theoI'Y') IJ they noted that specimens welded with 
fullY austenitic electrodes showed no increase in ductility with storageo 
This lack of increase in ductility was attributed to the reduced residual 
stress, since the lower yield strength of a fully austenitic deposit 
would tend to give a lower stresso The ductility of these anstenitic 
welds was two to three times greater than those made with 1't60l0 electrodes. 
It was also noted that welds in 1/2 ino plates had a much smaller change 
in ductility with storage than did welds in 3/4 or 1 in. plates, because 
there were lower residual stresses in the thinner plateso Using a bare 
electrode, an increase of 30 per cent in the ductility was noted with a 
storage of 14 dayso lor welds made with low-hydrogen electrodes, the duc-
tility increased 30 per cent with a five d~ storageo In both cases, the 
improved ductility was attributed to the relief of residual stress tJ which 
seemed to these investigators to be substantiated by the increased duc-
tility of the latter series of weldso However\) the discussion following 
the article indicated that too much emphasis had been placed upon the role 
of residual stress and insufficient emphasis on that of ~drogeno In the 
authors v opinion the two actions are interrelatedo 
49 . Greene studied the effects of postheating on the ductil-
ity of 30 x 36 ino specimens having two intersecting butt welds. The 88-
welded specimens failed. at 3000 to 10 0 000 psi o in a brittle manner when 
tested at -20 dego Fo After heat treatment, the specimens failed at 
70,000 to 80,000 psio in a ductile manner when tested at the same temper-
atureo The increased ductility was attributed to stress relievingo 
In comparing the effects of mechanical and thermal methods 
of stress relieving on ductility,76 little improvement was noted using 
the mechanical methods\) but preheating or postheating resulted in a 
marked improvemento On this basis\) it was concluded that the higher 
performance with heat treatment was caused by metallurgical effects\) 
and that these effects were far more important in controlling ductility 
than was the level of the residual stresso 
As this discussion indicates\) there is considerable dis-
agreement as to the effect of residual stress on ductilityo When all 
the results are considered\) it appears that residual stress has some 
effect on ductility\) though the exact nature of this effect is at pres-
ant uncertaino 
(3) Transition Temperatureg Test failures at low tempera-
tures under no external load. indicate the probable importance of resid ... 
ual stress under conditions which inhibit plastic flowo Thus\) when 
studying residual stress\) it is important to test at temperatures below 
the transition temperature ih order to limit plastic strainingg which 
tends to mask the effect of residual stresso 128 
Weckl44 observed that residual stress raises the transition 
'. i temperature\) but stated that many failures a.ttributed to high transi= 
\. 
f~ f tion temperatures are in reality due tc? fau.lty designo 
~ 
~: 
~" Very few investigations have studied the effect of residual ~, 
stress on transition temperatureo Perhaps the reason why so little 
information is available is that the small size specimens ordinarily 
tested have very low residual stresseso The extraction of a small spe-
cimen from a large weldment is in itself a stress relieving operation. 
62. 
Thus, in order to evaluate the effect of residual stress on transition 
temperature, large specimens nm.st be tested .. 
It has been noted that the transition temperatu.re increases 
as the thickness of the pla.te increaseso It is also known that the resid-
ual stress increases with thickness ll but other variables\) such as the 
cooling rate (Which in turn affects the hydrogen content) and the stress 
concent'ration, also change.· The exact effects and. interactions of these 
variables of transition temperature are not known. 
22. Variables Affecting Magnitude 
To a great extent., the dimensions and geometry of the joint; and 
of the entire weldment control the magnitude and pattern of the residual 
stress. Typical residual stress pa.tterns fo~ .. a large free plate are shown 
in Figo 10. 
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DeGarmo27 found that for plates 4 ft. x 1 ino x 6 fto the resid-
ual stress patterns and magnitudes were similar to those shown in ligo 10, 
and that these stresses were similar to those present in large- plates, 
28 27 fto x 1 ino x 57 fto A later investigation showed that for welds 
up to 20 ino long, the longitudinal residual stress was a function of the 
weld length p while for welds longer than 20 ino the longitudinal residual 
stress was zero at the ends t reached a maximum 10 ino from the ends, and 
was constant between the 10 ino limitso 
Regardless of the length of the weld, the transverse stress 
had the same pattern and magni tudeo The transverse residual stress is 
determined chiefly by the volume and thermal characteristics of the weld 
metal and by the heat inpu.t\) and is little affected by the mechanical 
80 properties of the metal o In general, the transverse stress is below 
yield point values as shown in Figo 100 
It is apparent from experimental results that the magnitude of 
the residual stress is normally limited by the yield strength of the 
weld metal. 27 ,28,7l 976p97 Under conditions of restraint and inhibited 
plastic action, stresses ~ exceed tensile yield point valueso 
One method of controlling the magnitude of the residual stress 
is by using an electrode which depOSits weld metal having a low yield 
point. For exampleD by using an austenitic electrode it was possible to 
reduce the magnitude of the residual stress abOllt 5 000 psio as com-
pared with using a mild steel electrode; this was not considered enough 
of a reduction to justifY the use of the core expensive electrode for 
this parposeo 7l However~ the use of the austenitic electrode might be 
justified where high ductility is required or where it is desired to 
alleviate the effects of bydrogeno 
The width of the weldment to some extent can also control the 
magnitude of the longitudinal residual stresso A 3/4 in. plate~ 18 in. 
long. was prepared in two widths~ 4 and 12 inches. The resul tent longi-
tudinal residual stress was 23,000 psio in the narrower plate, while the 
yield strength of the material was reached in the wfder Plate. 76 In-
creasing the width of the plate is e~ivalent to increasing the restraint, 
which is known to increase the residual stress. 
In intersecting butt welds~ residual stresses were no higher 
at the intersection than elsewhere along the veldt the longitudinal 
stress of one weld being the transverse stress of the othero27950 Stress 
relieving only one weld reduced the longitudinal stress in the other by 
15~OOO to 20,000 psi. 50 
As illustrated by the following examples~ welding technique 
plSW"s a varied role in controlling the magnitude of residual stress 0 
Welding from end to end produced residual stresses very little higner 
than those produced when starting from the midpoints starting a Unionmelt 
weld over the beginning of a previous pass resulted in a longi tudinal 
residual stress in excess of 50~OOO pSio 27 There seems to be no differ-
ence in the magnitude or pattern of the residual stress using either the 
manual continuous weld or the Unionmelt weldo27950 
Jonassen72 and associates fonnd that the longitudinal resid-
us.l stress can be kept below 359000 psio in a 1 ino plate b7 employing 
the block welding techniqne with 4 to 5 ino blocks, using a d~ble-' 
joint preparation and allowing the weld to cool below 125 dego Fo after 
each blocko The sequence should be from end to end or from the center 
ant alternating the blocks toward the endso The entire weld should be 
completed on one side before the second side is startedo Employing the 
cascade procedure resulted in residual stresses somewhat lower than 
ordinary welds 9 the stresses at the top of the weld being high tension 
(about 50,000 pSi.' and those at the bottom low tension or low com-
pression. 
23. Methods of Relieving 
In general there are two classes of stress relieving methods, 
thermal. and mechanicalo:By thermal stress relieving is meant the heat-
ing of the weldment to a sufficiently high temperature to lower the 
yield point of the weld metal, thus allowing plastic deformation to take 
place at a lower stress level. As the yield point is l~wered, the 
residual stress, which is at a. :rield point valueS) is red.ueed o Because 
temperatures up to 1,200 dego Fo are reqc.ired for the thermal reliev-
ing of stresses, this method .is i~actical for weldments which cannot 
be furnace heated, and henee is of little practical significance wnen 
consideri~g large field structures. However, it is ~ccessfu1l1 e~ 
played on smaller weldmentso 
!he second class of stress. relieving" mechanical, consists 
essential17 of applying a load of sufficient magnitude to oause plas-
tic yielding of th~ already plastically strained weld metal o As the 
'load is released, the residual stress is reduced. The load ~ be 
applied externally or by differential heating, as in low-temperature 
stress relieving. 
!he low-temperature stress relieving method, al mentioned 
previousl1', is essentiall". a mechanical processo In this process, the 
material adjacent to the weld metal is heated rapidly to 300 to 500 
deg. F. while the weld metal is kept 00010 This differential heat 
treatment causes the adjacent material to ·expand\) which in turn 
eanses the weld metal to strain plastieallyo 
50 128 
stress level in the plate is loweredo ' 
As the plate is cooled, the 
Greene and Holzbaur50 pre-
sent a table giving optimum operating conditions for the low temperature 
stress relieving of 1/2 to 1-1/4 ino plateso Under opti~ conditions9 
stresses were reduced from yield point values to less than 10,000 psio 
No appreciable metallurgical effect was noted from the heating and strain-
128 ing encountered in this process o 
Peening is a surface working eff ect 0 The depth of crystal de-
formation depends on the impact of the hammer and on the size and shape 
151 of the tool. A small spherically shaped tool gives a more rapid effect 
and a greater indentati ono 96 
. 6 
DeGarmo, Jonassen, and Meriam2 found that hot peening did not 
reduce t.he residual stress unless the last pass was peenedo The longitud-
inal residual stress was reduced to less than 25,000 paio by peening atter 
the weld was completed and cooled nearl,.. to ambi.ent temperatureo This 
latter procedure would not reduce the transverse tenSion under transverse 
restraint. To obtain maximum reduction (below 2l$000 psio) of the longi-
tudinal residual stress, to reduce the transverse tension in welds having 
high transverse restraint 9 or to reduce the transverse compressive stress 
at the ends of the welds, peening had. to be applied to the weld and the 
adjacent material for at least 2 ino on ei ther side of the weld after it 
was completed and had cooled to ambient tempera~ureo Deposition of the 
last pass after all stresses from previous passes had been eliminated 
produced residual stresses of approximately the same magnitude as when 
no stress relief had taken place on previous pass8so Other means of peen-
1ng ~ also be effective in preventing cracking or reducing distortiono 
Another mechanical method of reducing the longitudinal resid-
ual stress is to apply along! tudina.1 tensile load to the weldo ·If the 
residual stress is at a yield point value g the amount of relief is 
a.pproximately equal to the applied loado 94 This method produce •• tress 
relief by plastic flow~ howeverp under conditions of restraint which 
might retard plastiC flow~ the residual stress may not be reli8Yed. 
This latter condition exists in weldments having geometrical atr ••• 
raisers or subjected to temperatures below the t:r'ansition temperature o 
One investigator found that the residual stresses in a 
restraint jig specimen could be reduced by cooling the specimen to -38 
dego Co 144 At the reduced temperature~ the total stress was increased 
by the thermal contraction of the platev causing additional yielding 
and a conse~ent reduction of the residual stresso 
Although not conclusive~ esta~lished it is thought that 
residua.1 stress normally has little effect on the fatigue behavior of 
weldments, because after the first few cycles the stress has been 
mechanieall,. relievedo In the fatigue of weldmentsl> the most import-
ant factor is the stress ooncentration produoed by the weld bead o 
24G Discussion of Hydrogen and Residual Stre'ss 
As intimated previous119 one of the more interesting in a 
variety of controversies observed in the literature is the wide diver-
genee of opinions on the effects of hydrogen and of residual stresso 
A large group of prominent investigators maintain that the detrimental 
effects encountered from using the ordinar.r high~ydro,en electrodes 
can be attributed completely to the effects of bydrogen~ ignoring or 
discounting the effects of residual stresso An e~ally large and 
68. 
prominent group assert the opposi teD namely that the stress alone is re-
sponsible for failures. A growing number state that there must be an 
interaction of the two o It seems only logie.al that the stress oaused by 
the entrapped hydl"ogen should be additive to the residual stresso 
However, in fairness to all, it should be pointed out that 
practicallY no information is available on the isolated effects of hydro-
gen and residual stress on identical speeimenso There has been much 
valuable work done on both hydrogen and residual stress, but no conclu-
sive evidence of the mechanism of their interaction has been reported. 
VIIo SUMMARY 0 
250 Weldability 
(1) Weldability m~ be defined as the ease wi th which a mater-
ial can be welded wi th due consideration to all the variables and to the 
necessity of obtaining acceptable physical properties. 
(2) Among the variables which must be considered when making 
comparisons between ratings as determined by different weldability tests 
are rates of loading\) energy levels\) degree of constraint\) and criteria 
for interpretation of test results o In many cases more agreement would 
be apparent if cognizance were taken of all thsse factors when comparing 
ratings. Not all the tests evaluate the same properties or deal with 
the same variables of weldabili tyo Therefors\) depending on the materia~ 
the ratings obtained from considerations of different properties need 
not be the same. The practical rating is that one established .from a 
consideration of those properties consistent with the intended service 
of the materialo 
(3) The ASTM designation A7 does not provide sufficient con-
trol over the chemical composition of structural steel to assure a 
material having acoeptable weldability. 
For ordinar,r field welding procedures9 carbon and manganese 
should be limited to oontents below the ranges of 00 20 to 0 0 .25 per cent 
and 0050 to 0.75 per cent\) respeetivelyo 
(4) The weldability of a low-alloy steel deoreases rapidly 
as the oarbon content exceeds the range from 0.,15 to 0 0 20 per cents but 
the relationship is a complex onel) and the actual range for a specific 
steel might be somewhat outside of these limitso 
(5) The weldability of high-al101 and of dissimilar steels is 
a complicated problemD and each application must be treated individu-
ally. A method has been developed to aid in the selection of a suitable 
austenitic electrode for the welding of dissimilar metals. 
(6) Some of the welding procedures which ~ improve weldabil-
1ty are (a) increaSing the heat input 9 (b) preheating, (c) poetheating9 
and (d) the selection of the electrodeo 
260 Transition Temperature 
(1) The importance of transition temperatures lies in the fact 
that a brittle steel can fail without warning under low loads with great 
damage to the structure and with possible loss of lifeo 
(2) The following are the three chief' variables affecting the 
transition temperatureg 
(a) Material and Prior Historyg An increase in the carbon 
content tends to raise the transition temperature!) the change being pro-
nounced as the percentage exceeds 0 0 20 to 0 0 25 per cent in plain-carbon 
steelso It is uS't:1a1ly Sdvantageous to obtain the desired physical pro-
perties by allo,ying with other elements and restricting the' carbon con-
tento 
(b) Constraint: It 'is possible to produce a brittle type 
fracture using a high eno'tlgh restrainto :Numerous instances have been 
reported where a group of steels were rated differentl1 by introdUCing 
a different notch. In general!) a sharper notch gives a higher transi-
tion temperature. 
(0) Rate of Loading8 There appears to be a straight line 
relationship between the natural logarithm of ~he deflection veloci~ 
and the reciprocal of the transition temperature expressed in degrees 
710 
(Fahrenheit) absoluteo Using this as a basis 9 correlation among a gre~t 
many tests can be a.chieved9 enabling in particular the comparison of 
static and impact tests e 
(3) If comparisons between tests for transition temperature 
are made with due regard to criteria of interpretation of test results 9 
rate of loading9 and degree of constraint 9 disagreements in many cases 
would disappe~ro 
(4) The transition temperatures as determined b.1 one test 
when plotted against the transition temperatures as determined by 
another test cannot exhibit a straight line relationship unless the test 
criteria, rate of loading9 and constraint are equivalento This is 
illustrated in the text by a consideration of the effect of "the rate of 
loading on the transition temperature o 
(5) All of the previous~ discussed variables retain their 
effects on the transition temperatureo while welding causes additional 
effects. As a resnlt of the heating and cooling c,rcle during welding 
and the accompanying metallurgical changes9 the transit ion temperature 
ma,y be raised appreciablyo The embrittling effect is most pronounced 
a short distance from the weld centerlineo 
270 Bldrogen 
(1) High ~drogen contents produce high aerostatic pressures 9 
which contribute to the lowered performance of weldmentso 
(2) The bjdrogen trapped in the weld metal is derived from 
the decomposition of the organic constituents of the electrode coating 
and from the moisture in the coating and in the atmosphereo A straight 
line relationship exists between the total. hydrogen in the weld metal 
and the available ~drogen in the electrode coating including the mois-
ture content. The proportion of diffusible and nondiffusible hydrogen 
in a weldment deposited from the same electrode varies erratically, but 
the total hydrogen remains relatively constant o 
(3)" Hydrogen adversely affects the properties of a weldment o 
The origin of cracking in a veld is believed to be in regions of high 
aerostatic pressures produced by the precipitation of hydrogen in re-
gions of retained austeniteo !he crack BBnsitivity of a weldment made 
wi th a plain-carbon or a low=s.lloy steel can be reduced by using low-
hydrogen electrodes. 
The ductility of a weldment increases with lower hydrogen con-
tents o The effects of hydrogen are closely related to the cooling. rate. 
Welds produced from low-hydrogen electrodes have a lower tran-
sit ion temperature than those produced from high=hydrogen electrodesc 
The transition temperature of a weldment is closely related to its ductil=-
ity and to its cracking tendencyo 
:B'isheyes in fractured weldments are a direct result of high 
hydrogen contentso 
Porosity is caused by the entrapment in the weld metal of the 
gases present in the weld atmosphereo 
(4) Hydrogen ~ be effect ively controlled by one of the folaa 
lowing methods: (a) using lowmbydrogen electrodes, (b) controlling the 
low .... temperature cooling rate\) (c) controlling the chemical composition 
of the base and the weld metal!) (d) causing higher austen;tic transforma-
tion temperatures, and (e) agingo 
28 0 Residual Stress 
. 
(1) Residual stresses can be defined as those stresses origi-
nating fromfue heating and cooling cycle associated with the welding 
processo To a great extent, the dimensions and geometr,y of the joint 
and of the entire weld.ment control the magnitude and pattern of the 
residual stress o 
(2) Residual stresses may be of special importance in struc-
tures in which plastic flow is inhibitedl) for if the material is pre-
vented from straining plastioallyD the high concentrations of stress 
cannot be redistributedo Fractures have been initiated by cooling a 
notched. plate without applying any external load,' t'he temperature 
necessary to induce ~ch cracking being dependent on the sharpness of 
the notch t the material D and the magnitude of the residual stresso 
(3) Residual stress ma,y have an adverse effect on ductilitYt 
transition temperature 9 and cracking tendencyo 
(4) In general D there are two classifications of stress re-
lieving methods 9 thermal and mechanical e ~y thermal stress relieving 
is meant the heating of the weldment to a sufficiently high tempera-
tu.re to lower the yield point of the weld meta1 g thus allowing plaatie 
deformation to take place at a lower stress levelo The second cla88 
of stress relieving methodsg mechanical g consists essentially of 
applying a load. of sufficient magnitude to cause plastic yieldingo 
The load ma, be applied externally or by differential heatingo 
(5) The actions of hydrogen and residual stress appear to be 
interrelatedg but very little conclusive information is available on 
the isolated effects of each in the same series of test specimenso 

APPENDIX A - Q,tJESTIONNAIRE. 
290 Object and Scope 
Supplementing tOhe survey and conelati on of the literature on 
weldability, the Corps of Engineers distributed a questionnaire to each 
of their various district officeso This questionnaire was designed to 
determine the applications of welding by the Corps of Engineers, the 
difficulties encountered, the extent and conditions of failures, and the 
methods of repairing failureso 
Answers to the following questions were re~ested~ 
(1) To what extent have you used welded jOints in major 
structures (gates p penstocks\) bridges, etc.)? 
(2) Have any failures occurred in these joints? 
(3) If failures have occurred 9 in What type of structure are 
they; and ar e pertinent plans and pictures available? 
(4) Where failures have occurred\) how were repairs effected? 
(5) If in repair\) materials were removed\) are they avail-
able for tests? 
(6) If upon further incpi1'7, could the following information 
about conditions prior to failure be made available' 
(a) Elapsed time after weldingo 
(b) Season of the year or dateo 
(c) Climatic conditions such as temperature and icing. 
(d) Loading and vibrationso 
(7) Have surveys been made to det ermine whether any fatigue 
cracks are appearing in welded joint s? 
(8) Other pertinentinfor.mation whiCh m~ have a bearing 
on this studyo 
(9) Suggestionso 
300 Summarr of neplies 
The following discussion is a smnmary of the answers to the 
questionnairso 
Application of Weldingz .Among the types of structures in 
which we~din.g has been employed bY' the Corps of Engineer s are gates of 
all types g valves, penstooksp steel framingg bulkheads,. sheet piling 
splicesg racks g splice plates for tunnel ringsD girder bridges 9 syphon 
and discharge pipes9 rub strips attached to steel sheet pilingg spillw~ 
bridges 9 floating structures\) and various repairso 
Failures and Difficultiesg A few accounts of failures and 
fabrication difficulties were reported and are discussed belowo 
(1) Fa.ilure of Butt Welded Joints in :mmergenq- Bulkheads: 
Upon application of 10849 numerous cracks appeared in some butt welded 
jo~nts of emergency- bulkheadso According to the report of the fail-
ure,23 some info:rmati on supplied by the manufacturers of the welding 
electrodes was misinterpreted by the fSbricatoro It was inferred from 
a demonstration of the proposed electrode that a root opening was un-
necessary in a 1/2 ino plateo This information was erroneously extended 
to joints made between plates in excess of 1 ino thiCk USing a 0 to 
1/16 ino root openi~ and a 1/2 ino root face. Upon removal of these 
joints~ it was noted that almost all were fault yo . The cracked joints 
were cut out and reweldedo 
(2) Difficulty in Joining Penstock Sections~ These pen-
stocks were 19 fto in diameter and fabricated from 15/16 ino plate. 
t:. 
The original procedure for joining the sections consisted of the follow-
ing: lIs ino spacers were used to maintain the root opening; root pass-
es were made with lIs ino electrodes using a skip methodo Ninety per 
cent of these welds showed longitudinal crackingo It was then apparent 
that the bead was too light to hold members of this thickness. The 
cracked beads were chipped cut and rewelded 9 using 5/32 ino electrodes 
and the same welding procedure as beforeo Shortly thereafter a longi-
tudinal crack running the entire length of the weld resnltedo Root open-
ings were increased to 3/16 in. using spacers and the joint rewelded with 
5/32 ino electrodes as befareD except that the length of each continuous 
weld was increased to one foot with 2 fto spaeingso The results employ-
ing this latter technique were satisfactor.1o 
(3) Failures on Gate Sections? Trunnion Anchorages g and 
Yokes: Some of the welds which failed were shop welds and some were 
field weldso Failure of the field welds occurred during welding for 
assemb17 of the unit when the temperature was approximately 10 dego :r 0 
This difficulty of welding at low temperatures was overcome by preheat-
ing and slow coolingo Repair was effected by chipping out welds under 
1/2 ino and reweldingo Welds over 1/2 in. or those considered critical 
were 'burned out with a cutting torch to the root of the weld and re-
weldedo 
(4) Failure of Spillway Dam Vertical Lift Gatesg Failure 
occurred in the gates under conditions of high tailwater 9 resulting in 
the development of extreme negative pressures on the fairwater plat eso 
It is possible that failure commenced along a line of plug welds by" 
t....... means of whiCh the leading edges of the fairwater plates were secured. 
I However, this has not been definitely established. 
780 
(5) Y~ilure of Steel Sheet Pile Fenderg Failure was c~sed 
by repeated blows from traffic passing through the lock and consisted of 
the fender pulling away from the top frameo Damage was repaired by pro-
viding additional reinforeemento This failure can be considered as a 
normal service failure which should be expected in this type of structure 
and does not necessarily represent an actual welding problemo 
Suggestions from the District Engineersg The suggestions that 
were received from the District Engineers are summarized belowo For con-
venience ~imilar suggestions have been consolidatedo Oomments D including 
'references lJ are given immediately following each suggestiono 
(1) Snggestiong Maintain a record of all major welding 
repairs for future testing pur~oses. 
Comment g Such a procedure is valuable in that it would 
aid in eliminating repetition of faulty repair techniqueBo The value of 
this program would be enhanced by circulation of these reports to all 
districts o 
(2) Suggestiong Develop a practical method of ·field inspec-
tiono All major joints should be inspected by the Xcc>r~ method 1.n addi-
tion to normal tension and bend tests o 
Commentg As yeto there is no inexpensive nondestruetive 
method of inspecting weldmentso X-ray inspeetion is warranted only where 
the size or importance of the job make its use economically feasibleo 
Even though a weld passes X-r~ inspectionD the weld ~ have undesirable 
physieal properties. Perhaps some of the sonic methods now being devel-
oped in commercial laboratories will prove successful as well as econom-
ical o 
(3) Suggestion: Test data are necess8r,r concerning the 
effect on the strength of connections where errors in punching or clrill-
ing rivet or bolt holes have been corrected by welding the holes up and 
redrllling wholly or partially through the weldo 
Oomment: As noted above in the discussion of tailures, 
one instance was reported where a failure was attributed to a possible 
fracture along a line of plug welds o Attention is also called to refer-
ences NO e 154 and 1600 These references contain reports of the behavior 
of plug welds under fatigue loadingso It is indicated that a plug weld 
causes a severe stress concentration and a serious reduction in fatigue 
strength. One of the investigations found that the fatigue strength of 
a plate containing a drilled hole filled wi th weld metal was about the 
same as the fatigue strength of the outside plate of a plug welded 
jointo160 
(4) Suggestion~ Investigate the endurance limits of weld .... 
ment.E.I as compared to the parent metal, both for unrelieved and for 
stress-relieved condltionso 
Comment: As discussed in some of the references noted 
below and in Section 23 of this report D residual stress normally has 
li ttle effect on the fatigue behavior Of weld.mentso In the fatigue of 
veldments, the most important factor is the stress concentration produced 
by the weld bead, which considerably reduces the endurance limito 
Machining off the projecting portion of the bead resulted in an increase 
in the endurance lim! to 
Attention is called to references Noo 55, 61. 829 148, 
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Wilsonl52 found that the fatigue strength of beams with 
full-length riveted cover plate's was less than the fatigue strength of 
beams with fu1l~length continuously welded cover plates~ the unit 
strength being based on the gross section for both types of beams o For 
beams with partial-length cover plates1) the fatigue strength using 
riveted cover plates was as great or a little greater than that using 
welded cover plateso Intermi ttent welds displ~ed lower fatigue 
strengths than continuous welds o The fatigue strength of beams with 
partial-length cover plates was considerably less than that of beam 
with full-length cover plateso 
(5) Suggestion& Investigate the stress relieving of weld-
ments and the welding procedures necessary for minimizing residual 
stresseso In major welded structures9 meaStlrements should be made to 
determine the magnitudes of the residual welding stresseso 
Comment g Spec ial welding techniques including welding 
sequence\) block-welding proceduresg peening\) joint preparationg and 
austenitic electrOdes can be used to minimize the stress levelso After 
the weldment is completed\) ei ther a thermal or a mechanical method of 
stress relieving can be employed to reduce the magnitudes of the resid-
ual stresseso These welding procedures and stress-relieving methods are 
discussed in more detail in Sections 22 and 23 of this reporto 
In regard to the measurement of residual welding stresses g 
attention is called to reference Noo 249 in Which the measurement of 
residual stresses in a miter gate is reportedo Work of this nature 
offers the opportunity for a better understanding of the importance of 
residual stress9 and the authors recommend a more extended use of this 
type of field investigationo Such an investigation would be of addi-
810 
tional value if' an attempt were made to oorrelate these meaS\lrementl 
wi th the history of the stru.ctureo Of speoial interest would be 8:'I:q oor .... 
relation that might exist between the loca.tion of a failure and the re-
gions of high residual stresses o 
(6) Suggestion& Determine the effect of carbon on weld-
abilityo 
Commentg In general, as indicated more thoroughl7 in 
Chapter II II) increaSing the carbon content reduces the weldabili ty of a 
stesl o In pla~n-earbon A7 steels9 the carbon content should be limited 
to 0 0 .20 to 0 0 25 per oent in otder to increase the possibility of pro-
ducing an acceptable weldmento The lim:! t of carbon con tent 1s generally 
reduced to 0 0 15 to 0 0 20 per cent in the lowc:::oalloy steelso The effect 
of carbon on the weldability of the high=alloy steels is more compli-
cated than that of the previously noted steels\) but in generalo there 1s 
a decrease in weldability as the earbon content is lncreasedo 
(1) Suggestlon8 Additional information 1s needed on the 
welding of dissimilar metals o 
.Oommentg Reference is made to Section 100 A method 
is available to aid in the selection of a suitable au.atenitic electrode 
for the welding of dissimilar metalsollOol11 
(8) Suggestion8 Study welded joints in highway and rail-
was bridges subjected to impact loadingso 
Comment g :Because of the limited size of specimen that 
can ordinarily' be tested in impact\) onl,. a few large scale joints have 
been tested in the laboratoryo However\) numerons field investigations 
have been made on large riveted structures!) but ver'3' few have been con-
82. 
Lucted on large welded structures. Investigations of the impact behavior 
)f butt welded splices in I .... beams, showed that welding oaused a signifi-
. 78 83 
:a:nt lowering of the impa.ct properties. II 
(9) Suggestiong Frequent testing of welders and rigid in-
~eotion by qualified personnel will, give more assurance of sat1a!aetOl7 
~abrication than establishing welding criteria based on laborator;r prac-
Oomment8 Procedure and qualification tests give the 
answers to particular field problems. However\) in the long range develop-
ment of welding\) the contributions of experimental investigations ahould 
not be discounted. A well-rounded' development of welding is impossible 
without the cooperative efforts of investigators both in the field and 
in the laborator,y. 
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